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ABSTRACT
In Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, the chemical shift and
intensity of NMR signals provide critical information about a sample’s molecular structure,
reaction conditions, and material properties. For the precise determination of structures and
properties, it is critical to know sample or reaction conditions such as temperature, pH,
concentration, or absolute amount of material. Chemical-shift and signal-intensity
calibrations play a key role for extracting the maximum amount o f information from NMR
experiments. In this dissertation, internal and external reference standards are used to
calibrate NMR spectra with respect to chemical shift and signal intensity. Sealed capillary
tubes filled with specific solutions (e.g., chloroform, trifluoroacetic acid, hydrochloric acid,
ethylene glycol, methanol, aqueous solutions with small amounts of CUSO4) were utilized
as external references for chemical-shift and signal-intensity calibrations in liquid-state and
solid-state NMR applications. Absolute concentration calibrations are an essential part for
quantitative NMR investigations. For concentration calibrations, a number of parameters
must be optimized prior to conducting quantitative NMR experiments. Several calibration
techniques are presented such as using capillary-tube inserts or CapPack devices as
external references. In addition to concentration calibrations, CapPack devices are also
used to determine sample temperatures or pH values in liquid-state and solid-state NMR.
Applications presented here include (a) determination of residual water in ionic-liquid
rocket monopropellants, (b) determination of chemical shifts, relaxation times, and
intermolecular transfer of signal saturation for the analysis of interactions between polymer
micelles and small molecules in solution, and (c) innovative studies of the release kinetics
of small molecules from loaded porous-wall hollow glass microspheres
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. THE IMPORTANCE OF CHEMICAL-SHIFT REFERENCING IN NMR
SPECTROSCOPY
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a keen analytical technique for
the elucidation o f molecular structures, reaction mechanisms, and materials properties. The
response to radioffequency pulses in NMR spectroscopy is inherently quantitative, which
means that an NMR response is directly proportional to the number of nuclei excited by
the NMR experiment, and that NMR signal intensities are a measure of molecular
concentrations. Moreover, variations in NMR chemical shifts and ./-coupling constants can
provide quantitative information about intra- and intermolecular interactions [1]. The
chemical shift (5) o f a signal in an NMR spectrum is the variation of the resonance
frequency caused by a variation in the electronic environment around the interrogated
nucleus. Numerical values for chemical shifts are typically reported as relative numbers
with respect to a prominent resonance frequency of an NMR standard. A reference sample
typically consists of a pure substance or a well-defined solution of a molecule with a stable
electronic environment that is barely distorted by the electron distribution of the lattice
around the molecule [2, 3]. The lattice can be any environment to which the molecule is
exposed, such as a pure solvent or a solute dissolved in the solvent. In this context, other
molecules can mean the same kind as the referencing molecule or other types of molecules.
Differences in the electronic environment can cause an interrogated nucleus to experience
a slightly different magnetic field than the external magnetic field applied by the NMR
magnet. The electronic environment around a nucleus thereby can have a shielding or de
shielding effect, leading to a slightly lower or a slightly higher magnetic field at the site of
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the nucleus, respectively. In turn, the lower or higher magnetic field causes a slightly lower
or higher resonance frequency of the nucleus, respectively. It is noted, however, that NMR
frequencies, and thus chemical shifts, are not absolute values, but relative measures with
respect to the external field of the NMR magnet.
The application of NMR spectroscopy (particularly 'H and 13C spectroscopy) has
become an important and widespread analytical technique such that NMR spectra have
been obtained and reported from basically every conceivable organic molecule found in
nature or synthesized in a lab. NMR spectroscopy in chemistry is so heavily used for
structural analysis or molecular identity verification that the American Chemical Society
(ACS) requires hands-on access to at least one NMR spectrometer for all undergraduate
students of ACS-certified Bachelor of Science degree programs [4].
To calibrate the chemical-shift axis of NMR spectra, it is necessary to define a
reference point to which all other NMR resonances are compared. For example, in *H, 13C,
and 29Si NMR spectroscopy, tetramethylsilane (TMS) is used as such a reference, defining
the origin ( 5 = 0 ppm) of the chemical-shift axis. TMS was first chosen as reliable internal
chemical-shift reference by Tiers et al. in 1958 [5], but it suffers from a low boiling point
(26.5 °C) and easily evaporates at room temperature. Moreover, TMS is only very slightly
soluble in water, which makes it hard to add TMS as a reference standard to aqueous
solutions. Alternatively, 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-l-sulfonic acid (DSS) has been
suggested as reference standard for aqueous solutions [2]. DSS, however, is barely known
by NMR spectroscopists and not in frequent use as a reference. Other suggested chemicalshift references for 'H NMR spectroscopy are tetramethylammonium (TMA), methanol, or
HOD [2, 5, 6].The HOD molecule, where one of the ‘H isotopes in H2O is substituted by
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a 2H isotope (D = deuterium), is normally found as a trace compound in the deuterated
NMR solvent D2O. The disadvantages of adding reference materials as internal standard to
the sample under investigation is that the chemical shift of the reference material may still
depend on sample conditions such as concentration, temperature, or pH, and that the
reference peaks may overlap with peaks of the sample under investigation.
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Figure 1.1. Temperature dependence of *H chemical shifts for small amounts of HOD
dissolved in deuterated water (D2O) as well as for ethylene glycol, H2O, and CHCI3
dissolved in deuterated chloroform (CDCI3). The chemical-shift difference (A5)
between the signal for the CH2-group of ethylene glycol and the signal for the OH-group
of ethylene glycol is sometimes used to determine the temperature of a sample.

Figure 1.1 shows examples of 'H chemical-shift changes as a function of sample
temperature. For example, the chemical shift of the ethylene glycol CH2 signal is less
dependent on temperature (A8 = 2.997 * 10'3 ppm/K) than the ethylene glycol OH signal
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(AS = -4.667 x 10'3 ppm/K) and opposite in sign. In another comparison it is noted that the
chemical-shift change for H2O in CDCI3 is pretty small (AS = 0.875 x 10'3 ppm/K) while
HOD dissolved in D2O exhibits a sizeable chemical-shift change in the opposite direction.
Because the change o f the H2O chemical shift with temperature is very small, H2O could
be used as a preferred chemical-shift reference for NMR measurements in CDCI3.
However, it would be less suitable as a calibration standard for aqueous solutions, where
H2O and D2O are in fast exchange leading to the formation of mostly HOD. Likewise, a
pH-sensitive NMR molecule, i.e., a molecule that changes chemical shift with the pH of a
solution, would not provide for a good chemical-shift reference. For example, the chemical
shifts of the aromatic protons of 4-hydroxypyridine or cytosine in a mixture of the two
compounds change considerably between pH = 9.5 to pH = 13.5 (Figure 1.2) [7].

Figure 1.2. Stacked plot of the NMR spectra from the aromatic protons o f a mixture o f
4-hydroxypyridine and cytosine at different pH values (from ref. [7]).
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To avoid a chemical-shift change caused by a changing pH, for example, an
external reference should be used, isolating the reference solution completely from the
sample solution (Figure 1.3). External references can be composed of the same materials
internal standards are, but they are kept isolated from the sample by confining them to
coaxial NMR-tube inserts mounted either close to the wall of a standard 5-mm or 10-mm
NMR tube (Figure 1.3 a) or positioned concentrically with spacers inside the NMR tube
(Figure 1.3 b). While concentrically mounted 1-mm capillary tubes are commercially
available (for example: Wilmad-Labglass, WG-1364-1-203M and 529-B), the off-centered
version was developed and preliminary studies with capillary tubes mounted to the outside
of the NMR tube (exterior capillary tubes, Figure 1.3 c) were conducted as part of this
dissertation.

(0
Sealed capillary
tube
spacer

Teflon tape
Sealed capillary
tube

Figure 1.3. NMR-tube assemblies using 360-pm O.D. electrophoresis capillary tubes
filled with a reference solution and permanently sealed with the arc of a fusion splicer,
(a) Capillary tube mounted to the wall inside a 5-mm or 10-mm NMR tube, (b) Capillary
tube positioned concentrically with spacers inside the center of standard 5-mm or 10mm NMR tubes, (c) Capillary tubes mounted on the outside of a 4-mm NMR tube
affixed with standard Teflon tape.
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In the experimental work for this dissertation, NMR-tube calibration inserts were
manufactured from small-diameter electrophoresis capillary tubes (Figure 1.3). The
360-pm O.D. fused-silica capillary tubes were filled with a reference material or solution,
and then sealed by applying the arc of a commercial optical-fiber fusion splicer in a
technique called melt-back sealing. Details of this innovative technique for sealing smalldiameter, sample-filled capillary tubes are described in ref. [8]. Once sealed, the capillary
tubes can be reused multiple times in different experiments with different solvents or
different samples. In summary, using external standards is the preferred method for
referencing chemical shifts, particularly when samples are used under conditions that may
change the chemical shift of the referencing material.
In NMR spectroscopy, deuterated solvents are typically used to minimize large
solvent signals that otherwise can obstruct the detection of small sample signals or interfere
with their quantification. At the same time, the deuterium resonance frequency of the
solvent is used to stabilize the external magnetic field. In a process known as fieldfrequency lock, the solvent’s deuterium frequency is recorded and compared to a frequency
that is fixed by the spectrometer. Any deviation from the fixed frequency, for example, due
to fluctuations in the external magnetic field, is instantly adjusted by adding field strength
to, or subtracting field strength from, the main magnetic field. While the resonances o f
other nuclei, in principle, may also be utilized to create a field-frequency lock, the
deuterium lock system is most convenient and commonly applied because deuterium is
often already present in the solvent molecules. A third advantage of the deuterium
resonance is that, once it is locked to a fixed frequency, it may as well be used as the
chemical-shift calibration reference. Consequently, when a series of samples is recorded
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under field-frequency lock with the same deuterated solvent, the chemical-shift axis is
automatically calibrated in reference to the deuterium resonance frequency o f the solvent.
This convenient deuterium referencing is the prime reason why many NMR spectra are
currently recorded without the addition of an internal or external reference. However, it
was found that the deuterium resonance of a deuterated solvent (especially D2O) may not
be as reliable and steady as commonly expected. In work pertaining to this dissertation, a
capillary tube was filled with neat trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), permanently sealed, and used
as i9F chemical-shift reference. When the deuterium field-frequency lock was turned on,
the l9F signal of TFA appeared to shift to higher chemical-shift values when the pH o f a
sample solution was reduced (Figure 1.4 a). This change of the 19F chemical shift was
observed despite the fact that the TFA was kept completely isolated from the sample in a
sealed small-diameter capillary tube. During a subsequent experiment it was found that the
19F TFA signal remained unchanged (Figure 1.4 b) when the deuterium field-frequency
lock was turned off. It was therefore concluded that it wasn’t the chemical shift of TFA
that changed. Instead the NMR spectrometer reacted with a change in external magnetic
field to the changing deuterium resonance. This in turn led to a change in the resonance
frequencies for both the sample under investigation and the external calibration-standard.
Under deuterium-lock conditions, the TFA ,9F resonance shifted by as much as 0.16 ppm
(31 Hz) when the pH of the solution was changed from alkaline to acidic. In an
investigation of the 19F chemical-shift pH dependence of 2-fluoro-3-hydroxymethylpyridine (FHMP), a 19F chemical-shift change of 1.44 ppm (270 Hz) was measured under
deuterium lock conditions, while only a 1.28 ppm (249 Hz) shift was observed relative to
the 19F peak o f the independent and isolated TFA resonance.
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Figure 1.4. 19F NMR spectra recorded from a 5-mm NMR tube filled with 4 pL of 2fluoro-3-hydroxymethylpyridine (FHMP) dissolved in a 40% mixture of D2O in H2O.
A sealed capillary tube filled with neat TFA was used as independent l9F chemical-shift
reference. The blue spectrum was recorded from the sample solution under alkaline
conditions, while the red spectrum was recorded from the same composition under
acidic conditions, (a) Using the standard deuterium field-frequency lock, the
independent 19F reference signal of TFA appears to be shifted to smaller chemical-shift
values, (b) Without deuterium lock, the position o f the TFA signal in the blue (basic)
and the red (acidic) spectrum remains unchanged.
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Another effect that influences the chemical shift of NMR resonances is the addition
of paramagnetic substances to a solution (Figure 1.5). Small amounts of paramagnetic
impurities are often enough to visibly alter the resonance frequencies of compounds in
solution. However, not only the chemical shift is affected by paramagnetic compounds; the
NMR relaxation times Ti (spin-lattice relaxation) and Ti (spin-spin relaxation) are also
considerably shortened by the addition of paramagnetic compounds. This effect is
sometimes used to deliberately shorten relaxation times, and with it the time it takes to
record a large number of NMR scans. A large number of scans can substantially improve
the signal-to-noise ratio in an NMR spectrum, which might be necessary to detect
compounds in very dilute systems. The unpaired electrons of paramagnetic cations, such
as in Cu2+ ions, exhibit large magnetic moments that perturb the local magnetic field seen
by the NMR nuclei under investigation [9]. These magnetic field perturbations generally
lead to a faster loss of phase coherence (72 relaxation) and a faster recovery to
thermodynamic equilibrium (T\ relaxation) than in the absence of paramagnetic ions. In a
series of special preliminary examinations, a reference capillary tube was filled with
nitromethane and mounted concentrically with spacers inside a standard 5-mm NMR tube.
The 'H NMR signal of nitromethane was used as chemical-shift calibration standard and
adjusted to 5.4 ppm (literature value) on the *H chemical-shift scale. Distilled water was
filled into the remaining space o f the 5-mm NMR tube and a spectrum recorded (Figure
1.5 a). Upon the addition of a small crystal of solid CuSC>4 another NMR spectrum was
recorded. A significant change in the chemical shift of H2O as well as an increase in
spectral linewidth was observed (Figure 1.5 b). Further additions of similar amounts of
CuSC>4 led to smaller changes in chemical shift and spectral linewidth (Figure 1.5 c and d).
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To quantitatively determine the relationship between 7j and Ti relaxation times on the one
and chemical shift on the other hand, the 7j CapPack was developed which combines up to
seven capillary tubes filled with aqueous solutions of different trace amounts of CuSC>4.
The trace amounts were adjusted so that seven different signals with different chemical
shifts as well as different 7j and Ti times can be observed in a single NMR experiment.

c h 3n o 2

i--------------------------------------------1---------------------------------------

6.0

5.5

1'.......................................

.... i--------------------------------------- 1

5.0

4.5

4.0

1H Chemical Shift (ppm)
Figure 1.5. 'H NMR spectra of water doped with different trace amounts of CuSC>4. A
capillary tube filled with nitromethane was added into the NMR tube as chemical-shift
calibration standard (5.4 ppm). A small crystal of solid CuSC>4 was added three times
to the water. The chemical shift of the H2O peak originally at 4.7 ppm changes with the
addition of CuSC>4 while the peak of nitromethane remains at a constant chemical shift.
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1.2. THE IMPORTANCE OF CONCENTRATION REFERENCING IN NMR
SPECTROSCOPY
The precise determination of a sample concentration is of fundamental interest for
many scientific and practical aspects in chemistry and biology. NMR spectroscopy is a
powerful tool for this purpose because NMR signal intensities are directly proportional to
the number of resonating nuclei. Limitations of quantitative NMR investigations depend
only on uncertainties in the experimental conditions and on an accurate calibration of signal
intensities to known concentrations. For the highest measurement precision, it is essential
that NMR spectra are properly calibrated by a reference standard and that the calibration
signal is observed simultaneously with the signals from the analyte solution. Similar to the
chemical-shift calibration, a concentration reference can be added as internal standard or
as external standard. An internal standard must satisfy several conditions: (1) it must be
soluble in the sample solution, (2) any chemical interaction with the sample must be
avoided or suppressed, (3) an overlap between sample peaks and reference peaks must be
avoided, and (4) the longitudinal relaxation time T\ must be close to or smaller than the T\
time of the analyte [10,11]. Because internal standards fill the same volume as the analyte
solution, internal standards are generally insensitive to variations in the static magnetic
field Bo or the radioffequency field B\. Overall it can be difficult to find a suitable internal
standard that satisfies the prerequisites mentioned above. It may also be difficult to
determine exactly the concentration of an internal reference compound when it is added to
an analyte solution. On the contrary, the sealed capillary-tube concept introduced earlier is
a viable choice for external concentration references because the chemical composition of
the reference material can be easily controlled and chosen independent of potential
interactions with the analyte solution. However, the position of the reference capillary tube
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in the NMR tube becomes critical because systematic errors can occur when the analyte is
exposed to a different Bo or B\ field distribution (Bo or B\ inhomogeneities, respectively)
than the reference material. When using external reference standards for the quantitative
determination of analyte concentrations, it is important to know precisely the volume ratio
between the reference and the analyte sample. With the precise knowledge o f the volume
ratio, the signal-intensity ratio between reference and analyte can be used to determine
absolute concentrations. Alternatively, the signal intensity of an external reference can be
calibrated by comparison to the signal from an analyte solution with precisely known
concentration. The calibrated reference intensity can then be used to determine unknown
concentrations of samples filled into the same NMR tube (or, at a minimum, into the same
type of NMR tube).
If the NMR signal intensity of a reference sample is used to determine the
concentration of an analyte sample, it is also important to confirm that the magnetizations
of both the external standard and the analyte are fully relaxed to thermodynamic
equilibrium before another NMR scan is recorded. As a rule of thumb for quantitative NMR
experiments, the recycle delay between scans should be between five and ten times the
longitudinal relaxation time (T\) depending on the desired precision. Especially when the
T\ relaxation times of reference and analyte are significantly different, an accurate
reference-to-analyte signal ratio is measured only after a relaxation delay of five to ten
times the longer of the two relaxation times. The experiment in Figure 1.6 shows referenceto-analyte intensity ratios measured for water (T\ = 2.8 s) as the reference and a solution of
trichloroethylene in deuterated chloroform (T\ > 15 s) as the analyte solution. The intensity
ratios are plotted as a function of the relaxation delay (d\) applied between consecutive
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scans in the NMR experiment. When the relaxation delay was set below five times the
relaxation time of the analyte (d\ < 75 s), the reference-to-analyte signal-intensity ratio
does not accurately reflect the volume-weighted concentration ratio (number-of-nuclei
ratio) between reference and analyte.

Relaxation Delay

(s)

Figure 1.6. Intensity ratio of the 'H NMR signal recorded from a reference capillary
tube filled with H2O to the *H NMR signal recorded from a 5-mm NMR tube filled with
8.9906 mM trichloroethylene in CDCI3 solution as a function of relaxation delay (d\)
between consecutive scans. The capillary tube was mounted concentrically with spacers
inside the 5-mm NMR.

1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this dissertation is to provide a precise chemical-shift and
signal-intensity referencing system using internal and external standards. The internal and
external standards are evaluated with respect to specific applications in qualitative and
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quantitative solution NMR spectroscopy using different samples as well as different sample
conditions. Additionally, small-capillary external standards are used for the first time in
magic-angle-spinning solid-state NMR spectroscopy. A small capillary tube is positioned
in the center of a magic-angle-spinning rotor and used in situ to determine the temperature
inside the rotor while it is spinning.
The specific objectives addressed in this dissertation pertain to developments and
applications of chemical-shift and signal-intensity NMR referencing techniques including:
1) The CapPack platform as external chemical-shift calibration devices as well as NMRtemperature measuring devices.
2) External signal-intensity calibrations for quantitative NMR measurements.
3) Gradient and Relaxation CapPack devices for the quality assurance and optimizatior
of NMR spectrometers and NMR pulse sequences.
4) The use of chemical-shift and signal-intensity calibrations in the following NMR
applications:
a. Semi-quantitative determination of the residual water content in ionic-liquid rocket
monopropellants.
b. Determination of chemical shifts, relaxation times, and intermolecular transfer of
signal saturation for the analysis o f interactions between polymer micelles and
small molecules in solution.
c. Studies of the release kinetics of small molecules from loaded porous-wall hollow
glass microspheres.
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2. THE CapPack NMR PLATFORM

With the increased sensitivity of modem NMR spectrometers, the minimum
amount needed for chemical-shift and signal-intensity calibration of NMR spectra has
decreased to a point where a few microliters are sufficient to observe a reference signal.
The reduction in the amount of reference material is the basis for the NMR CapPack
platform that utilizes small capillary tubes as NMR-tube inserts for external reference
standards. The capillary tubes with outer diameters smaller than 400 pm are filled with
reference solutions and then permanently sealed by the arc of an optical-fiber fusion
splicer. The sealed capillaries are used as external references for chemical-shift and signalintensity calibrations. Signal-intensity calibrations are particularly important for the
emerging field of quantitative NMR spectroscopy. Combining a number of sealed
capillaries to form Gradient or Relaxation CapPack devices leads to additional applications
for performance evaluations of NMR spectrometers and pulse sequences. A side-by-side
Gradient CapPack device is used in combination with transverse magnetic field gradients
to monitor and evaluate the excitation profiles of shaped pulses. A Relaxation CapPack
device consists o f multiple sealed capillary tubes filled with solutions o f different T\ or Ti
relaxation times. If different concentrations of Cu2+ ions are used as paramagnetic
relaxation agents in aqueous solutions, the T\ or T2 relaxation times in the different
capillary tubes can cover a relaxation range that extends to more than an order o f
magnitude. Relaxation CapPack devices are best suited to quantify the effects relaxation
has on magnetizations and coherences during the execution of NMR experiments.
Nuclear-spin resonance frequencies are directly proportional to the strength of the
external magnetic field, Bo, which varies from one NMR spectrometer to another. Because
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of this variability, the frequency axis of NMR spectra is not absolute but must be calibrated
by the resonance frequency of a known material [12]. Resonances of known materials may
include signals from internal or external standards, solvent signals, signals from previously
recorded spectra, or 2H resonances (i.e., D resonances) of deuterated solvents locked in
with the spectrometer’s field-frequency lock [13]. The most commonly used internal
standard is perhaps tetramethylsilane (TMS) which, by convention, defines the zero-point
of reference for the chemical-shift ppm axes of 'H, 13C, and 29Si spectra. However, if an
analyte material or the sample solvent is suspected to interfere with or alter the resonances
of a reference standard, internal standards may not be reliable, and external standards must
be used [14]. External standards can be composed of the same materials as internal
standards, and they are typically sequestered in commercially available, coaxial NMR-tube
inserts (1 mm O.D.) mounted concentrically with spacers inside standard 5-mm or 10-mm
NMR tubes [15]. With the increased sensitivity of modem NMR instrumentation, the
commercially available inserts may take away too much valuable space that could
otherwise be filled with more of the analyte solution. Consequently, smaller capillary tubes
with an O.D. less than 400 pm may already be large enough to hold a sufficient amount o f
reference material. The reduction in the required amount of reference material gives rise to
the CapPack platform, where the acronym “CapPack” is used as an abbreviated form o f
Capillary-tube Packages. CapPack devices are manufactured from small fiised-silica glass
capillary tubes with an I.D. as small as 20 pm. They are filled with the desired reference
material and permanently sealed with the arc of an optical-fiber fusion splicer [8]. For most
NMR applications, CapPack devices provide enough NMR-sensitive materials to calibrate
chemical-shift axes for NMR experiments or calibrate NMR signal intensities for the
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determination of absolute concentrations or absolute amounts of material in an NMR
sample. CapPack devices also allows users to measure the temperature of an NMR sample
in situ, to assess the performance of pulse sequences and optimize pulse parameters, to
explain artifacts that may occur in spectra, and to reveal spectroscopic results that deviate
from theoretical predictions.

2.1. CapPack DEVICES OF SINGLE CAPILLARY TUBES
2.1.1. Chemical-shift CapPack Device. Several different reference standards are
currently in use to calibrate the chemical-shift axes of 'H, 13C, l5N, l9F, 29Si, or 3IP NMR
spectra, as well as the chemical-shift axes of other, less commonly used nuclei [5, 6, 1627]. For example, tetramethylsilane (TMS), 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-l-sulfonic acid
(DSS), trimethylsilyl propionate (TSP), tetramethylammonium (TMA), methanol, or HOD
are suggested as reference compounds for *H NMR [5,6, 16,20]. Similar to the variety of
reference samples in *H NMR, several alternative compounds are suggested as reference
standards for ,3C NMR (e.g., TMS, acetone, DSS, or TSP) [5, 6, 16], ,5N NMR (e.g.,
ammonium, ammonium chloride, ammonium nitrate, or nitromethane) [16, 23, 24], 19F
NMR (e.g., difluoromethionine, 5-fluorouracil, fluoroanilines) [18, 19, 21, 22], 29Si NMR
(e.g., TMS, silicon oxyfluoride, tetrafluorosilane, or other fluorosilanes) [25, 26], or 31P
NMR (e.g., triethylphosphate) [17,27].
To avoid interferences of the analyte sample with the reference material, an
external reference can be used, isolating the reference material completely from the analyte
solution. External reference standards can be composed of the same materials as internal
standards, but they are kept apart from the sample and confined to an isolated volume
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within the NMR sample tube. Single-capillary CapPack devices filled with external
calibration standards provide a new, practical, and sustainable option for external
standards. A great advantage o f using sealed capillary tubes filled with external standards
is that they may be re-used multiple times for different experiments with different solvents
or different samples without interfering with the samples under investigation. The
positioning of the reference capillary tube in an NMR tube, however, can be critical
because systematic errors can occur when the analyte is exposed to different Bo or B\
inhomogeneities compared with the reference material.
In summary, using external standards is the preferred method for referencing
chemical shifts, particularly when analyte solutions are used under sample or reaction
conditions that may change the chemical shift of the referencing material. Figure 2.1 shows
the 'H NMR spectrum of three single-capillary CapPacks (I.D. o f 250 pm each) filled with
different reference solutions (CHCb, CH3NO2, DMSO), each mounted at different
locations close to the wall of a 5-mm NMR tube. The remaining volume of the NMR tube
is filled with D2O (99.8%). The chemical shifts of the reference signals are compared to
the residual HOD signal in D2O at 4.60 ppm. Table 2.1 summarizes the chemical shifts of
the reference materials in the capillary tubes as calibrated relative to the HOD signal at
4.60 ppm. Utilizing different reference materials allows a spectroscopist to select an
appropriate chemical-shift reference that is removed from the analyte signals of interest.
The recorded chemical-shift values are for pure reference materials (e.g., 100% CHCI3)
and can deviate from literature values that may have been recorded under slightly different
conditions. Accordingly, for accurate chemical-shift referencing, it is critically important
that reference materials are also calibrated first against a common reference standard.
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Figure 2.1. *H NMR spectrum of three single capillary-tube CapPacks (250 pm I.D.)
filled with different reference materials. The CapPacks were mounted close to the wall
o f a 5-mm NMR tube. The signals are assigned as follows: (a) chloroform (CHCb); (b)
nitromethane (CH3NO2); (c) dimethyl sulfoxide ((CH3)2SO). The chemical shift axis
was calibrated relative to the HOD signal at 4.6 ppm.

Table 2.1. 'H NMR chemical shift of CapPackd filled with different reference materials.
The chemical shifts are assigned relative to the HOD signal at 4.6 ppm and compared
to literature values [28, 29].

Chemicals

Measured
Chemical Shift
(ppm)

Literature
Chemical Shift
(ppm)

Literature
Reference

mm
*The chem ical-shift range o f nitromethane is caused by a changing equilibrium o f nitromethane
with the aci-anion o f nitromethane
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2.1.2. Signal-intensity CapPack Device. For the highest precision in quantitative
NMR, it is essential that NMR spectra are properly calibrated by a reference standard, and
that the calibration signal is observed together or in fast succession with the signals from
the analyte solution. Similar to the chemical-shift calibration, a concentration reference can
be added as internal or external standard. Sealed single-capillary CapPack devices are a
viable choice for external signal-intensity references because the chemical composition can
be easily controlled and chosen independent of potential interactions with the analyte
solution. Before the signal intensity of an external reference can be used to determine the
concentration of an unknown analyte, it must itself be calibrated against a known
concentration in the NMR tube. Once calibrated, the reference signal intensity can be used
to determine unknown concentrations of samples filled into the same NMR tube (or, at a
minimum, into the same type of NMR tube).
2.1.3. CapPack Device for In Situ Temperature Determination. The chemical
shift of NMR resonances often change with the sample temperature ranging from slight
changes to strong dependencies (see Figure 1.1). While the signals of chemical-shift
calibration standards should be as independent of temperature as possible, sample materials
that show a strong dependence on temperature can be used to measure the temperature of
an NMR sample in situ. To qualify for a temperature-sensing molecule in NMR
spectroscopy, it is best if one of the molecule’s NMR signals is largely independent o f
temperature while another signal heavily depends on temperature. Methanol and ethylene
glycol are the most commonly used temperature-sensing compounds for 'H NMR
spectroscopy [30-32]. The chemical shift of the methanol OH-group, for example, changes
substantially with temperature while the CH3-group signal is almost independent of
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temperature. Between 178 K and 330 K, the chemical-shift difference between the OHand CH3-group signals of methanol follows the relationship: [32]
T = (409.0 - 36.54 AS - 21.85 (A£)2) K

(1)

where T is the absolute sample temperature in Kelvin, and AS the chemical-shift
difference in ppm between the two functional groups. For ethylene glycol between 273 K
and 416 K, the chemical-shift difference between the OH- and CH2-group signals follows
the linear relationship: [32]
T = (466.5 - 102.00 AS) K

(2)

Both methanol and ethylene glycol have been used as temperature sensing
molecules in very different areas o f NMR investigations such as biofluid for blood plasma
tests [33], temperature-dependent measurements of diffusion coefficients [34], or
temperature-dependent adsorption of water on silica surfaces [35].
Similar to chemical-shift and signal-intensity calibrations with single-capillary
CapPacks, a temperature-sensing material can be filled into a small capillary tube,
permanently sealed with the arc o f a fusion splicer, and used as external standard for in situ
determination of the temperature of an NMR sample. For example, the temperaturedependent NMR calibration experiments of Figure 1.1 were all conducted using a single
capillary CapPack device for temperature sensing in addition to a single-capillary CapPack
device for chemical-shift referencing. The in situ determination of NMR sample
temperatures provides a good example for the use o f several different single-capillary
CapPacks to evaluate different parameters in one experiment (here: chemical shift and
temperature).
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2.2. CapPack DEVICES OF MULTIPLE CAPILLARY TUBES
2.2.1. G radient CapPack Devices. A Gradient CapPack device consists of
multiple glass-sealed capillary tubes mounted side-by-side and filled with the same NMRsensitive reference material [8].When a field gradient is applied across the side-by-side
coordinate and perpendicular to the long axes of the capillary tubes, the common signal
from the capillary tubes will separate into individual signals on the chemical-shift axis
depending on the gradient field strength (Figure 2.2 b). Gradient CapPacks are designed to
test the performance of frequency-selective pulses or pulse sequences, and to record and
document chemical-shift-dependent excitation profiles. For example, a Gradient CapPack
device of 10 capillary tubes was used to test the performance o f low-power, frequencyselective adiabatic hyperbolic secant pulses (HS1) [36] in the EXCEPT-12 (Exponentially
Converging Eradication Pulse Train) solvent-suppression sequence [37]. Figures 2.2 (c)
and (d) show gradient spectra after the application of EXCEPT-12 with the HS1 pulse
frequency set at the center of the CapPack signals (3.78 ppm). The HS1 pulse width in the
EXCEPT sequence was adjusted to 400 ms in the experiment of Figure 2.2 (c) and 300 ms
in the experiment of Figure 2.2 (d) leading to suppression bandwidths of 90 Hz and 120 Hz,
respectively. Figure 2.2 (c) shows that the signals from the two outer capillary tubes on
each side of the Gradient CapPack are undisturbed by the EXCEPT sequence confirming
that HS1 pulses affect only resonances within a very limited bandwidth. Within the desired
frequency range, signal suppression is asymmetrical and incomplete, which shows that the
application of EXCEPT-12 may not lead to the suppression results predicted by the theory.
Comparisons between Figures 2.2 (c) and (d) also reveal that the asymmetry in suppression
increases with decreasing HS1 bandwidth, i.e., with longer HS1 pulses.
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Figure 2.2. *H NMR spectra recorded from a 10-capillary-tube Gradient CapPack in a 5mm sample tube using acetone-d6 (99.8%) as the surrounding solvent: (a) with a standard
90° observe pulse, (b) with a the 90° observe pulse while a 0.81 Gauss cm '1 gradient is
applied across the 10 side-by-side capillary tubes, (c) with an observe pulse following the
application of 400-ms HS1 pulses in an EXCEPT-12 experiment, (d) following the
application of 300-ms HS1 pulses in an EXCEPT-12 experiment. The signal-intensity axes
o f spectra (b), (c), and (d) are amplified by a factor o f 10. Upon the application o f the
gradient, signals from resonances other than the Gradient CapPack are broadened,
representing a one-dimensional profile of the NMR tube’s circular cross section.

2.2.2. Relaxation CapPack Devices. A Relaxation CapPack device consists of
multiple capillary tubes filled with materials of different relaxation times. It is designed to
evaluate the effects spin-lattice or spin-spin relaxation can have on magnetizations and
coherences during the execution of NMR experiments. If water is used as the reference
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material, paramagnetic relaxation agents such as Cu2+ ions can be added to adjust the
relaxation times of the *H resonances in the capillary tubes [38]. At the same time, the
addition of Cu2+ salts results in a substantial chemical-shift change in the 'H resonance
signal of H2O. An independent series of NMR experiments was conducted using aqueous
solutions with different trace amounts of Cu2+ salts at a resonance frequency o f 200 MHz
(Figure 2.3). A linear relationship between chemical shift change AS (in Hz) and relaxation
rate T \ x for the H2O resonance was established (AS = 4.208 T f 1). Because relaxation
rates often depend on the magnetic field strength, it is noted that different linear
relationships will result from measurements at different magnetic fields strength.
With increasing amounts of dissolved Cu2+ salts, the water resonances not only shift
toward higher chemical-shift values but also show substantially broader linewidths caused
by shorter spin-spin relaxation times T2. If the concentration-dependent paramagnetic shift
(A8) is sufficient to separate the signal from one capillary tube on the chemical-shift axis
completely from the signals of the other capillary tubes, no external magnetic field gradient
is needed to observe the CapPack signals separately. In Figure 2.4, the H2O resonance
signals from a seven-capillary-tube Relaxation CapPack device are shown and labeled with
Roman numerals. The Cu2+ ion concentrations for the seven capillaries were chosen so that
the resonance signals are sufficiently separated from each other, and relaxation times can
be evaluated independently and over a wide range of T\ and Ti.
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Figure 2.3. ‘H spin-lattice relaxation rate TV1 as a function of chemical shift change AS
(paramagnetic shift) measured for different trace amounts of CuS04 dissolved in aqueous
solution.
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Figure 2.4. ‘H NMR spectrum obtained from a seven-capillary-tube relaxation CapPack
device containing aqueous solutions with different trace amounts of paramagnetic Cu2+
ions. The labels in the spectrum refer to the resonance signals from the seven individual
capillaries.
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2.2.3. Exterior CapPack Devices. Different from the standard utilization of
CapPacks, single-capillary reference tubes can also be mounted on the outside of an NMR
tube (Figure 2.5). Utilizing CapPacks on the outside o f an NMR tube is termed “Exterior
CapPack” for two reasons: (a) to distinguish it from the standard (i.e., interior) use of
CapPacks, where the capillary tube is positioned on the inside of an NMR tube, and (b) to
distinguish it from “external” reference standards, which do not refer to locations but to
reference samples that are completely isolated from the analyte solution. Exterior CapPack
devices can be useful as reference standards when the material inside the NMR tube reacts
with the polymer or glass surface of the CapPack (e.g., in a polymerization reaction) or

4mm NMR tube

5mm NMR tube Bruker spinner

4mm NMR tube insert

750 pm I.D., 360 pm O.D.
CapPack

Figure 2.5. Exterior CapPack device. It includes two capillary tubes (75 pm I.D.,
360 pm O.D.) filled with the same reference material (e.g., nitromethane) and mounted
with Teflon tape on the opposite sides of a 4-mm NMR tube. A sample of 10 pL of
ethanol dissolved in 600 pL D2O is used as the sample inside the 4-mm NMR tube.
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when the sample under investigation can cause substantial alkaline glass corrosion.
Furthermore, exterior CapPacks may be the best, or even only, choice when a sample inside
the NMR tube is air sensitive, light sensitive, or must be kept under inert or pressurized
conditions.
Two exterior CapPacks mounted on opposite sides of an NMR tube can assist in
homogenizing the main magnetic field across a sample. The homogenization of the main
magnetic field by room-temperature coils around the sample area is generally referred to
as magnetic-field shimming. Particularly the shimming in the transverse plane (i.e., in the
magnetic

jc and

y direction) can be observed directly with a pair of exterior CapPacks.

Modem NMR spectrometers are equipped with multiple shim gradient coils that can be
used to optimize the line shape for a given sample. Since each sample is different, there is
no one ideal shim setting that will give the best results for all samples. The magnetic fields
added by NMR shim coils in order to homogenize the main magnetic field are generally
based on geometric functionalities (e.g., x,

jc2, jc3,

y, y2, y3) or on superpositions of such

functionalities (e.g., xy, xz2, or even jc2-;/2) [39].
For a combination of two exterior CapPacks filled with the same reference material
and mounted on opposite sides of an NMR tube, a single reference peak is only expected
when the magnetic field at the two CapPack locations is identical. Poor magnetic field
shimming will lead to different magnetic fields at the locations of the exterior CapPacks,
resulting in two peaks at different chemical shifts. Basic magnetic field theory predicts that,
if the magnetic field on the outside of an NMR tube is optimized, the magnetic field on the
inside is also optimized. This applies because there are no active magnetic-field sinks or
sources present in the NMR sample. Consequently, superimposing the reference signals
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from two oppositely mounted exterior CapPacks automatically optimizes the magnetic
field within the NMR sample volume.
The results of a series of exterior CapPack shim experiments are shown in
Figure 2.6. Two oppositely mounted exterior CapPacks (as depicted in Figure 2.5) filled
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Figure 2.6. 'H NMR spectra of nitromethane in two exterior CapPacks, the remaining
HOD peak of the solvent D2O, and the CH3-group signal of dissolved ethanol. The most
homogeneous field occurs at the x-gradient shim setting o f 8664. When the x-gradient
shim setting was increased or decreases in steps o f 1000, the nitromethane peaks
separated, the HOD peak broadened and the ethanol CH3 peak loses the triplet
resolution. The table to the right of the spectra depicts the separation o f the oppositely
mounted nitromethane peaks as a function of the x-gradient shim setting. The x-gradient
field strength is calculated from the nitromethane peak separation Aw (in Hz), the
gyromagnetic ratio o f protons (yh = 42.58 kHz/mT) and the distance d (in mm) between
the exterior CapPacks according to 1000 * A g)/( yh x d).
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with nitromethane were positioned along the gradient field of the x-direction shim coil. A
solution o f 10 pL of ethanol dissolved in D2O was used as the sample inside the 4-mm
NMR tube. Several single-pulse 'H NMR experiments were conducted with a stepwise
change in the current applied to the x-direction shim coil. The spectra of Figure 2.6 reveal
that the magnetic field is optimized at the x-gradient shim coil setting with the numerical
value of 8664. At this setting, which is specific for the NMR spectrometer in use, the two
nitromethane peaks o f the exterior CapPacks completely overlap, and the peaks of the
sample solution (HOD peak, ethanol triplet) show the smallest linewidth. At this linewidth,
the triplet of the ethanol CH3 group is well resolved, which is an additional indication o f a
well-shimmed magnetic field. Figure 2.6 also shows that, when the x-gradient shim setting
is increased or decreases, the nitromethane peaks separate, the HOD peak broadens, and
the ethanol CH3 peak loses its triplet resolution. The table to the right of Figure 2.6 depicts
the separation of the oppositely mounted nitromethane peaks related to each of the
x-gradient shim setting. The strength of the x-gradient field (ABo(x) in mT/mm) is
calculated from the nitromethane peak separation (Aco in Hz), the gyromagnetic ratio of
protons (yh = 42.58 kHz/mT) and the distance (x in mm) between the exterior CapPacks
according to:
A(j
ABqO ) =

(3)

1000 Yh x

Figure 2.7 shows the optimized 'H NMR spectrum with the exterior nitromethane
CapPacks. In this spectrum, six peaks are resolved. They are assigned from left to right:
(a) CH3 peak of nitromethane (singlet at 5.30 ppm), (b) residual HOD peak of the sample
solvent D 2 O (singlet at 4.60 ppm), (c) CH 2 group of dissolved ethanol (quartet at 3.46 ppm),
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XH Chemical Shift (ppm)

Figure 2.7. 'H NMR spectrum recorded from the 4-mm NMR tube filled with 10 pL
ethanol dissolved in 600 pL D2O. Two exterior CapPack devices were mounted on
opposite sides of the NMR tube as depicted in Figure 2.5. The nitromethane peak at 5.30
ppm arises from the exterior CapPacks. The almost completely overlapping
nitromethane peaks (inset a) indicate optimum shim setting in the direction o f the
oppositely mounted CapPacks. At this setting, the triplet of the ethanol CH3 group is
well resolved (inset b), which also indicates a superior magnetic field homogeneity.

(d) unidentified impurity (singlet at 3.17 ppm), (e) unidentified impurity (doublet at
2.46 ppm), (f) CH3 group of dissolved ethanol (triplet at 0.98 ppm). The insets show
enlargements of the triplet resolution of the ethanol CH3 group at 0.98 ppm and the
nitromethane peak at 5.30 ppm. The superior resolution of the CH3 group is an additional
indication that the magnetic field within the sample will be equally shimmed or better than
the field at the locations of the exterior CapPacks.
The experimental data o f the exterior CapPack shimming procedure show results
that correlate with theoretical predictions. Poor shim settings, which typically result in the
broadening of NMR peaks, appear as separation o f signals for exterior CapPacks. It is
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easier to overlap well-resolved, individual signals than it is to minimize the linewidth of a
broadened signal from the inside of an NMR tube. Hence the exterior CapPack shim
procedure can assist in finding the optimum shim setting, especially for samples with
multiple signals in the same chemical-shift region, or for samples with intrinsically broad
or asymmetric sample signals (e.g., signals from polymers with large or asymmetric
molecular-mass distributions). In the current example, the CH3 group of nitromethane was
used as the reference signal inside the exterior CapPacks because their NMR peak is far
removed from, and thus does not overlap with, the HOD or ethanol sample signals. The
nitromethane signal will always be in the peripheral view of the spectroscopist, making it
less distracting but simple to find and navigate to. The degree to which the nitromethane
signals need to overlap is up to the demands of the NMR project. True relevance comes
into play when using high-resolution NMR spectroscopy and when publication-grade,
narrow, and most symmetric peaks are desired. Regular maintenance and reference
experiments with exterior NMR CapPack devices, consisting of a 4-mm NMR tube with
two oppositely mounted exterior CapPacks, may also serve as a quick check for optimum
spectrometer operation and spectrometer performance documentation.

2.3. SUMMARY OF CapPack UTILIZATIONS
CapPack devices are unique NMR tools for the evaluation, calibration, and
optimization of NMR parameters, pulse sequences, and NMR spectrometer hardware.
They are fabricated from permanently sealed small fused-silica capillary tubes that have
been filled with specific NMR-sensitive reference materials. The sealed capillary tubes are
inserted into NMR sample tubes as external reference standards without reacting or
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chemically interfering with the samples under investigation. They are used instead of
standard, concentric NMR reference inserts that occupy a substantial portion of the
available sample volume. The small capillaries of CapPack devices are mounted either
concentrically or attached to the wall of standard NMR tubes and can be used for precise
chemical-shift and signal-intensity calibration. Filled with temperature-sensing NMR
compounds, they are also used for the in situ determination of sample temperatures.
CapPack devices of multiple capillary tubes are used to generate unique NMR
signals or profiles that allow the user to assess pulse sequences, optimize pulse parameters,
identify artifacts, and investigate spectroscopic results that deviate from theoretical
predictions. Gradient CapPack devices are particularly useful to evaluate the performance
of frequency-selective pulses or pulse sequences, showing the excitation bandwidth
profiles across CapPack signals that have been spread out over a wide range of chemical
shifts by a gradient that is applied through one of the transverse room-temperature shim
coils. A Relaxation CapPack consists of multiple capillaries each filled with a sample o f
different relaxation time. When paramagnetic ions such as Cu2+ ions are used to shorten
the relaxation times of aqueous solutions, a paramagnetic shift caused by the Cu2+ ions is
sufficient to separate the individual capillary signals from each other. Hence, relaxation
studies with signals of substantially different relaxation times can be performed without
the application of an external magnetic field gradient.
A special application of CapPacks is the exterior CapPack device, where single
capillary tubes are mounted to the outside of an NMR tube. The advantage of exterior
CapPack devices is that they don’t need to be brought in contact with the sample under
investigation. This advantage is particularly useful when a sample is air or light sensitive,
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or the sample is suspected to react with the surface o f the CapPack. When two exterior
CapPacks are mounted on the opposite side of an NMR tube, they can be used to assist in
shimming transverse magnetic field gradients in order to homogenize the main magnetic
field. This is particularly useful when the NMR spectrum o f the sample under investigation
has multiple overlapping signals, or when the signals are inherently broad or asymmetric.
In general, performance metrics measured with CapPack devices are determined with a
minimal amount of experimental time, and the desired information is typically gathered in
a single experiment.
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3. NMR STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE REMAINING WATER CONTENT
INIONIC LIQUID MONOPROPELLANT FOR MULTI-MODE
PROPULSION

3.1. BACKGROUND
Ionic liquids are ionic compounds (salts) found in the liquid state at temperatures
below 100 °C [40]. Research about ionic liquids has been published in several areas, such
as chemical synthesis, electrochemistry, and chemical industry applications [40-45].
Although NMR spectroscopy has provided information about structure and dynamics o f
ionic liquids, it is a widespread believe that NMR spectroscopy with ionic liquids is
particularly difficult [46].
Research conducted in collaboration with Dr. Joshua Rovey (Department o f
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Missouri S&T) showed that NMR spectroscopy,
when appropriately referenced for chemical shift and signal intensity, can provide critical
information about the water content in ionic-liquid monopropellant for multi-mode
propulsion and electrospray mode applications. The goal of this collaboration was to
determine whether differently prepared mixtures of the ionic liquid l-ethyl-3methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate ([Emim][EtS04]) and the propulsion boosting ingredient
hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) are obtained water-free for optimum combustion
performance. The following mixtures were provided by the collaborators:

Table 3.1. Mass percent analysis of investigated propellant mixtures.
Sample

[Emim][EtS04]

Water [%]

HAN [%]
.

;

han -a -

HAN-B
HAN-C

41.3
41.4

s6-5
58.7
58.6

3 1

3.0
unknown

■

unknown
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3.2. NMR SPECTROSCOPY
Standard 'H NMR spectroscopy was performed on neat [Emim][EtS04], and on the
three [Emim][EtS04] - HAN propellant mixtures described in Table 3.1. [Emim][EtS04]
in aqueous solution was tested to verify the NMR results agreed with the manufacturer’s
analysis data. The three [Emim][EtS04] - HAN propellant mixtures were tested to study
the water content of the propellant samples using HAN prepared according to three
different synthesis techniques. The water content in the [Emim][EtS04] - HAN propellants
is a concern because water is a volatile impurity. Its presence will not only decrease
performance (because it reduces combustion temperatures) and impact electrospray modes
(because it boils off), but it can also be detrimental for achieving stable electrospray
operation. Therefore, a propellant with no water content or as little as possible water is
desirable.
NMR measurements in aqueous solutions are a standard and information-rich
analysis technique in chemistry and related disciplines. *H NMR chemical shifts reflect the
electronic environment of hydrogen nuclei in chemical compounds and thus can be
associated with chemical functional groups. The exact chemical-shift position of hydrogen
atoms, however, depends not only on the intramolecular electronic environment, but may
also be affected by the surrounding solvent and, in case of water as the solvent, by the pH
of the solution. It is well known that hydration and hydrogen bonding plays a significant
role in the condensed phases of water [47], and that the chemical shift of a solute will be
influenced by these two effects. Furthermore, rapid exchange o f hydrogen ions (H+ ions,
i.e., protons) or hydroxide ions (OH- ions) from the solvent with those at dissolved
substrate molecules can lead to a collapse of solvent and solute NMR signals into a single,
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often broadened, NMR signal at a weighted-average chemical-shift position. Hence, the
amount of water and the intensity of hydrogen bonding will influence chemical shift and
lineshape of solvent and solute NMR signals in a particular sample. While this is typically
seen as a disadvantage in NMR spectroscopy because of the loss of specificity and the loss
o f the ability to quantify substrates, the relative position and lineshape of averaged,
exchangeable hydrogen atoms can still provide useful information when comparing
samples with different amounts of residual water.
Samples of neat [Emim][EtS04] and the three [Emim][EtS04]-HAN mixtures were
placed into standard 5-mm NMR tubes and investigated with a Bruker AVANCE DRX
200 MHz liquid-state NMR spectrometer. No deuterated solvents (such as D2O) were
added, and the samples were investigated without the deuterium field-frequency lock that
is typically used to stabilize the magnetic field of NMR spectrometers. 'H NMR spectra
were recorded at room temperature using a 16-scan single-pulse excitation. The pulse angle
was set to about PI = 85° with a relaxation delay of D1 = 5 s between consecutive scans.
Standard sample spinning was employed to enhance spectral resolution. Because no fieldfrequency lock could be used to homogenize the magnetic field, a specially developed
magnetic-field shimming procedure was applied to each sample optimizing the free
induction decay (FID) performance before conducting NMR experiments. A conventional
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine was used to convert FID data to NMR spectra.
Figure 3.1 shows the 200-MHz 'H NMR spectrum of a neat [Emim][EtS04] sample
(Sigma Aldrich Co. LLC.) and the assignment o f resonance frequencies (NMR signals) to
the chemical structure. Six signals are observed for the [Emim] cation (a to f in Figure 3.1)
and two for the [EtSC>4] anion (A and B in Figure 3.1). Small amounts of residual water
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are identified by a signal at 4.0 ppm in the shoulder o f the [Emim] ethyl CH2-group signal
(3.1 ppm). A quantitative signal analysis after deconvolution of the two overlapping signals
confirms the manufacturer’s claim of about 0.1% by mol residual water in the
commercially available product. There are also some unidentified minor impurities (<
0.3% 'H by mol) observed in the sample (NMR signals at 1.0, 2.0, 2.7, 3.7-3.9, 6.9-7.8,
and 8.8 ppm).

Figure 3.1. *H NMR spectrum of neat [Emim][EtS04] (sigma Aldrich Co. LLC.).

Figure 3.2 shows a stacked plot of NMR spectra of the different mixtures of
[Emim][EtS04]-HAN using HAN prepared by different techniques. Each o f these samples
(HAN-A, HAN-B, HAN-C) contain different amounts o f residual water due to the HAN
preparation process. It is expected that the water content decreases from HAN-A to HAN-B
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to HAN-C, and indeed this is confirmed by the NMR spectra. Because no deuterated
solvent, and thus no field-frequency lock, was used in this series o f experiments, the triplet
NMR signal of the [EtSC>4] CH3-group was used as internal chemical-shift reference
(dashed vertical line in Figure 3.2). While the chemical shifts of the eight [Emim][EtSC>4]
signals are fairly constant, the HAN and water NMR signals have collapsed into one that
moves significantly toward higher ppm values (5.56 ppm, 9.98 ppm and 10.01 ppm in a,
b, and c, respectively) with decreasing amounts of residual water. The linewidth of the
collapsed HAN/H2O signal also depends on the water content; the signal becomes
significantly sharper (more narrow) as the water content decreases (57.6 Hz, 11.5 Hz, and
5.7 Hz in a, b, and c, respectively). From this analysis, it follows with great certainty that
the amount of residual water in the sample prepared according to HAN-C (c) contains less
water than the sample prepared according to HAN-B (b).
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Figure 3.2. Stacked plot of NMR spectra of HAN-[Emim][EtS04] prepared with the
samples of Table 3.1.
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3.3. SUMMARY
Three chemical mixtures proposed for application as multi-mode propellants and
electrospray modes were experimentally characterized for their remaining water contents.
The propellants used hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) as oxidizer and propulsion
boosting ingredient and the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate
([Emim][EtS04]) as a novel propulsion fuel. By choosing an appropriate internal reference
that did not change chemical shift with the amount of remaining water, the residual relative
amount o f water in the multi-mode propellant mixture was determined by accurately
discerning very small chemical-shift differences in the signal of the propulsion boosting
ingredient HAN. Even very small amounts o f water caused a noticeable change in the
chemical shift as well as the linewidth of the HAN signal due to the strong interactions
between the polar HAN molecules and water molecules. The choice of internal reference
was critical for the reliable determination of the residual water content.
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4. STUDY THE ADSORPTION BEHAVIOR OF SMALL MOLECULES WITH
COLLOIDAL UNIMOLECULAR POLYMERS (CUPS) USING SATURATED
TRANSFER DIFFERENCE NMR

4.1. BACKGROUND
Polymer nanoparticles are becoming increasingly important as carriers in the field
o f drug delivery and sensing. Depending on the chemical structure of the material present
on the surface of the nanoparticle, it can interact with a variety of molecules including
biological ones present in our body. These interactions can alter or inhibit the functioning
of the nanoparticle itself or the biological molecule interacting with it. This can lead to
nanoparticle toxicity [48-51]. It is therefore crucial to study the extent o f these small
molecule-nanoparticle interaction to determine the toxic potential of the nanoparticles.
Colloidal unimolecular polymers (CUP) [52] particles developed by VanDeMark et. al. are
true nanoscale materials with size ranging from 3-9 nm in diameter. They are formed when
the individual polymer chains collapsing into a sphere due to hydrophobic/hydrophilic
interactions of the polymer with a change in solvent composition. The bulk of the sphere
consist of the hydrophobic units of the polymer chain whereas the hydrophilic group stick
out on the surface. The positive [53] or negatively [52] charged hydrophilic group present
on the surface provide the stability to the suspension and prevents aggregation. CUPs are
formed by a single polymer chains collapsing into a particle which makes it easy to fine
tune its size by changing the molecular weight [54]. The procedure to make these CUP
particles is very simple and the suspension is free of any surfactant or additives. This makes
the CUP system clean and convenient for studying their fundamental properties and
interaction with other molecules.
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Solid-state [55-58] as well as liquid-state [59-61] NMR spectroscopy have been
used as a tool for determination o f structures of molecules covalently adsorbed on the
surface o f nanoparticles. Liquid-state NMR can also be used if the molecules are noncovalently adsorbed on the surface. NMR techniques like measuring the diffusion
coefficients [62], Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) [63], Nuclear overhauser effect
spectroscopy (NOESY) [64], hydrogen/deuterium exchange, and chemical shift analysis
can be used to study the dynamics of the adsorption and desorption of the molecule with
the nanoparticle surface. Saturated transfer difference (STD) NMR experiment is another
such technique that can be used to study the adsorption equilibrium o f a molecule with the
nanoparticle surface [65-67].
STD NMR has been used widely used to study the binding affinity of the ligand
molecule to a protein receptor. This experiment involves taking a difference of the “on
resonance” spectrum and a “off resonance” spectrum to obtain a “difference” spectrum.
For the on-resonance experiment, the signal o f the protein receptor is saturated by blasting
with RF radiation. If the ligand is bound to the receptor, it will receive this saturation from
the receptor and its peak intensity will be reduced. For the off-resonance or reference
spectrum, the saturation is performed far from the ligand or receptor signals. Ligands that
do not bind will not receive any saturation transfer and will have the same peak intensity
as the reference. The difference spectrum will show the peaks of the ligand that bind to the
receptor. This technique has been used extensively to in drug screening studies [66] and
recently Zhang et. al. used this method to study the binding o f small molecules to
nanoparticle surfaces [68, 69]. They studied the binding o f isopropanol and water
molecules to the surface of carboxylate-modified polystyrene nanoparticle beads. The
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nanoparticles used in their study were large in size and have slow tumbling which leads to
short Ti relaxation times and broad peaks. The peaks for the polystyrene nanoparticles was
so broad that it merged into the baseline and disappeared.
CUP particles on the other hand due to their small size can tumble faster thus giving
broad but distinct peaks for different groups present in the polymer backbone. It allows us
to study the interaction of small molecules with each o f the specific groups present in the
nanoparticle. We can saturate the region in the NMR spectrum that shows the resonance o f
the specific group present in the nanoparticle and observe its saturation transfer to the small
molecule. In this experiment, we will be studying the binding of small molecules to
carboxylate-based CUP particles made from poly (methyl methacrylate-co-methacrylic
acid). The CUP particles show two distinct broad peaks that due to the resonance o f two
different groups present in the polymer chain. These groups can act as specific sites present
on the nanoparticle surface and we will study the adsorption behavior o f the small molecule
with each o f those sites.

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL
Methyl methacrylate (MMA), methacrylic acid, 2,2-azobis (2-methylpropionitrile)
(AIBN),

1-dodecanethiol

and

benzyl

alcohol

were

purchased

from

Aldrich.

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purified by distillation. Methyl methacrylate was passed
through basic alumina column to remove the inhibitors and then distilled in presence o f
copper bromide. Methacrylic acid was distilled prior to use. AIBN was recrystallized from
methanol and 1-dodecanethiol was used as received. Deionized water was used throughout
the experiment. Deuterium oxide (99.9 % atom D) was purchased from Aldrich.
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Poly (methyl methacrylate-co-methacrylic acid) was prepared by free radical
polymerization using MM A and MAA in molar ratio 9:1 with AIBN as the initiator and 1dodecanthiol as the chain transfer agent. The mixture was refluxed in THF for 24 h with a
continuous flow o f Argon through the assembly. The reaction mixture was precipitated into
cold DI water with a high shear mixing to remove the water soluble MAA. The polymer
was then dried in a vacuum oven at 50 C to remove the solvent and MMA. The absolute
molecular weight of the polymer was measured using a Viscotek model 305 gel permeation
chromatography instrument equipped with refractive index detector, low and right-angle
light scattering detector, and intrinsic viscosity detector. The instrument is manufactured
by Malvern Corp. The measurement was made in THF at flow rate of 0.5 ml/min and
injection volume was 100 pi. The acid number o f the dry polymer was measured using
standard ASTM method. The solvent used was THF and aqueous potassium hydroxide
solution was used as base for titration.
The polymer chain is collapsed into CUP particles using a process called water
reduction. The polymer is first dissolved in THF to make a 10 % w/w solution and stirred
overnight. Then, IN sodium hydroxide solution prepared DI water is added to neutralize
the acid groups according to its acid number. To this solution equal amount o f pH modified
water (pH= 8.5-9) is added slowly using a peristaltic pump at a rate o f 1.24 g/min. The pH
o f the solution should be maintained between 8.5 and 9 throughout the water addition
process. THF is then stripped off using vacuum and the solution is filtered through a 0.45
pm Millipore membrane to get rid of any foreign materials. The solution can be
concentrated further by stripping the water or it can be diluted using pH modified water
(pH = 8.5-9). The size of the CUP particles can be measured by dynamic light scattering
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using a Microtrac Nanotrac 250 instrument. Solution viscosity was used instead of water.
Sample for NMR experiment were prepared by drying the CUP solution to remove
all the water using vacuum at room temperature. The dried CUPs were dissolved in
Deuterium oxide to make a 5% w/w solution. Different concentration of benzyl alcohol in
CUPs solution were prepared by weighing them directly in the NMR tube and shaking.
The solutions were allowed to equilibrate for 24 h before making measurements.
All NMR experiments were conducted with a Bruker 5-mm broadband probe inside
a Bruker AVANCE DRX spectrometer operating at a proton frequency of 200 MHz. For
standard one-dimensional 'H NMR experiments, the Bruker single-pulse excitation ZG
was used with 16 scans, 2 s relaxation delay and 32 k data-point acquisition. A capillary
tube filled with concentrated HC1 solution was used as chemical-shift reference. For the
STD experiments, the Bruker pulse sequence STDDIFF, originally designed to acquire
data in a two-dimensional data matrix, was modified to become a one-dimensional
experiments. Solvent suppression was not employed. The selective saturation sequence
was executed with 6890-ps and 8000-ps sine pulses (bandwidth of 290 Hz and 250 Hz,
respectively) with the power adjusted by the Bruker SELZG pulse program (60 db and 66
db, respectively). The 90° high-power observe pulse was calibrated by finding the
maximum in a nutation plot of signal intensities as a function of pulse width. The relaxation
delay was set to 5 x T\ of the small molecule benzyl alcohol. Relaxation times of the
benzyl-alcohol signals were determined by inversion-recovery NMR experiments. The
total saturation time ranged from 0.05 to 5 s. For reference experiments, the saturation
pulse was executed off-resonance at 19 kHz (95 ppm) from the standard transmitter and
receiver frequency with the power level set to a minimum (120 db). For the STD
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experiments, the saturation sequence was applied to the resonances at either R1 or R3
(Figure 4.1) depending on the intended resonance for saturation. A relaxation delay of 10
s, acquisition time of 2 s, and spectral width of 10 ppm were used, while 8 scans (following
2 dummy scans) were averaged in each experiment. All NMR experiments were carried
out at a temperature o f 299.2 ± 0.2 K. Recorded FIDs were processed using Bruker
Topspin 1.3 software and signal intensities determined by Topspin integration routines
with automatic baseline and phase corrections.

4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4.1. Properties o f polymer and CUPs.

Molecular

Calculated

particle size3

Particle size4

(nm)

(nm)

5.5

5.4

Acid

Properties

P2
weight, Mw

Measured

Number1

Poly
(MMA-co-

60,000

56.1

1.2274

MAA)
1- Measured in mg o f KOH per gram of sample.
2- Density of Dry polymer, g/cc
3- Particle size measured with DLS instrument.
4- Particle size calculated from molecular weight R

3 XMW

Table 4.1 show the properties o f the polymer and size o f the CUP particles. The
NMR spectrum of the polymer dissolved in chloroform-d (spectrum A) and CUP solution
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in water (spectrum B) at same concentration (5% w/w) are shown in Figure 4.1. The
resonances R l, R2 and R3 in both the spectrum are from the methyl (CH3), methylene
(CH2) and methoxy group of the polymer. The resonances become broad when the polymer
collapses into CUPs which is expected because the chain mobility is drastically reduced,
and the T2 relaxation times become very small. However, unlike the polystyrene
nanoparticles, where the resonances are so broad that they merge into the baseline, CUPs
have enough molecular tumbling to show some intensity and less broad signal. The
molecular tumbling can be attributed to the small size of the CUP particles (3-9 nm) as
compared to the large size polystyrene nanoparticles (20 nm or larger). This renders CUP
nanoparticles uniquely interesting for performing saturation-transfer experiments on a
specific group of the nanoparticle now that we can see a clean resonance from that group.
The resonances R l and R3 can be clearly seen in the spectrum from CUP solution while
the resonance R2 seems to have merged into Rl and seen as a hump to the Rl peak.
Figure 4.2 shows the chemical shift for five different concentrations of benzyl
alcohol prepared in 5% CUP solution and one concentration of benzyl alcohol in D2O.
Adding more benzyl alcohol causes the resonance o f the aromatic and methylene group
from benzyl alcohol to move upfield. The shape of the aromatic resonance also changes
with increasing concentration of benzyl alcohol. At low concentration, the aromatic
resonance shows two peaks that are overlapped which at higher concentration can be seen
as two separate peaks with additional splitting in the peaks.
In this saturation transfer experiment, individual resonances (Rl and R3) from the
CUP are saturated and the interaction of the solvent molecule with that specific group in
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Figure 4.1. NMR spectrum o f 5% w/w concentration of polymer in chloroform-d (A) and
5% CUP solution in D2O. The R l, R2 and R3 are the resonances from the methyl,
methylene and the methoxy group in the polymers. The resonances become broad when
the polymer is in collapsed state as in CUP solution which indicates restricted mobility o f
the groups.

7 % BA in CUPs
5 % BA in CUPs
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Figure 4.2. Chemical shift and peak shape of Aromatic and methylene groups of 1%, 2%,
3%, 5% and 7% benzyl alcohol in CUP solution and 2.9% in D2O without CUPs. The peaks
move upfield as the concentration is increased.
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Figure 4.3. *H saturation transfer difference (STD-NMR) results for 1% benzyl alcohol in
5% CUP solution. The benzyl alcohol peaks can be seen in the difference spectrum which
indicates that it is binding to the CUP particles.

the polymer chain is observed. Figure 4.3 shows the reference, saturation and the difference
spectrum for 1% benzyl alcohol in 5% CUP solution while saturating the resonance R l.
The STD difference spectrum shows the interaction of the Aromatic ring (B2) and the
methylene group (B l) of the benzyl alcohol molecule with methyl (R l) group of the
polymer chain. As a control, another difference spectrum was acquired in the absence o f
CUP which did not show any peaks form the benzyl alcohol molecule. This indicates that
the STD effect observed in Figure 4.3 is due to the saturation transfer from the methyl
group to the benzyl alcohol molecule and not due to direct saturation of the molecule in
any way.
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Figure 4.4. STD effect build up with increasing saturation time for various
concentration (shown in legend) of benzyl alcohol in presence o f 5% CUPs. (a-b) for
Aromatic group of benzyl alcohol while saturation of Rl peak of CUPs, (c-d) for
Aromatic group of benzyl alcohol while saturation of R2 peak of CUPs and (e-f) for
methylene group of benzyl alcohol while saturation of R l peak of CUPs.
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STD E f f e c t = >Ref 'Sat = —
l re f

W ef

(4)

The STD effect is defined as the ratio o f integral o f difference peak to that of the
integral of the reference peak. I Ref is the integral of peak in reference spectrum, hat is the
integral of peak in saturation spectrum and Istd is the integral of peak in difference.
Figure 4.4 shows the plot of STD effect as function o f saturation time for the
different concentration of benzyl alcohol prepared in 5% CUP solution. Figure 4.4a and
4.4b, show the STD effect for the aromatic ring and methylene group of benzyl alcohol
while saturating the methyl peak (Rl). Figure 4.4c shows the STD effect for the aromatic
ring while saturating the methoxy peak (R3). The STD effect o f the methylene group o f
benzyl alcohol when saturating the methoxy peak could not be analyzed due to issue with
proper phasing. The methylene peak of benzyl alcohol overlaps with the water peak for
concentrations 0.048 M to 0.276 M. Hence, peak deconvolution was done using the Origin
software to get the integral value for calculating the STD effect. At higher concentrations,
due to the upfield shift of the resonance, the methylene peak become separate from the
water peak. The STD effect increases with saturation time and reaches a maximum value
at long saturation times. The maximum STD effect can be seen decreasing as we increase
the concentration of benzyl alcohol. The STD effect for methylene group at 0.607 M and
0.698 M concentration show poor fit and were not used for further calculations. Knowing
the concentration o f the benzyl alcohol ([BA] mols/1) and the concentration of CUPs
([CUP] mols/1), we can calculate the STD Amplification factor (STD-AF):
STD - A F =

l R ef [CUP]

(5)

V '

[CUP] should ideally be the concentration o f the Binding sites on the CUPs but at
present we have no information on the number of sites present per CUP particle.
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Concentration o f CUPs is same as the concentration o f polymer assuming that each
polymer chain collapses in to one particle.
By fitting the STD-AF results to a binding isotherm we can get the dissociation
constant

K d,

o f the non-specific adsorption that occurs between the benzyl alcohol

molecule and the group in the polymer that is being saturated. Angulo et. al. [70] has shown
that direct fitting of STD-AF can lead to overestimation o f the KD value especially at
higher concentration and longer saturation times due to ligand rebinding. To avoid this, we
have used the initial slopes o f the STD-AF curve,
STD-AF(O) to get the binding isotherm. The initial slope can be calculated by
taking the derivative at time zero o f the exponential fit o f the STD-AF buildup curve.
STD — AF (t) = STD - A F ( m a x . ) [ l — exp(—kt)]
STD - A F(0) = STD - AF(max. )[/c]
Where t is the saturation time and k is the buildup constant. Figure 4.5 show the plot o f
STD-AF(O) against the concentration o f benzyl alcohol. As seen from the plot, the STDAF(0) increases as we increase the concentration o f benzyl alcohol but after reaching a
maximum at a certain concentration it starts to decrease. So far, this trend has not been
observed in any other studies done in proteins or Nanoparticles using STD NMR method.
Studies done on proteins have shown a fit to Langmuir isotherm where the value increase
with concentration and eventually reaches a plateau indicating the saturation o f binding
sites o f the protein. Similar, results are observed in the study of isopropanol adsorbing on
polystyrene nanoparticles in the concentration range that was being studied. The curve up
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Figure 4.5. Plot of STD-AF(O) calculated from eq. 7 against benzyl alcohol concentration.
The points represent the experimental data and the line represent the curve fit to Langmuir
isotherm shown in eq. 8. (a) for Aromatic group of benzyl alcohol while saturation of R l
peak of CUPs, (b) for Aromatic group o f benzyl alcohol while saturation of R2 peak o f
CUPs and (c) for methylene group of benzyl alcohol while saturation o f Rl peak o f CUPs.

to the maximum STD-AF(O) value could however be fitted to a Langmuir isotherm.
STD - AF (0) =

STD - A F (0 )m„ [ / . ]
Kd + W

( 8)

Where STD-AF(0)max is the maximum number o f binding sites (Bmax) and Kd is the
dissociation constant. Table 4.2 shows the Bmax and the K d values for the Aromatic (B2)
and methylene (B l) group when peaks R l and R3 are saturated.
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Table 4.2. Maximum number of sites (Bmax) and dissociation constant (K d).
Polymer group
saturated
Rl - methyl
Rl - methyl
R3 - methoxy

Benzyl alcohol
peak observed
Aromatic
Methylene
Aromatic

Bmax

Kd

759.79
674
2385

0.24
0.36
0.69

The dissociation constant gives the indication of the binding affinity of the
molecule with the CUPs. Smaller the dissociation constant, stronger is the binding affinity.
The interaction of Aromatic group of benzyl alcohol with the methyl group (R l) is stronger
than with the methoxy group (R3). This could be due to the hydrophobic nature of the
aromatic ring and polarity of the oxygen in methoxy group. The interaction Aromatic group
with Rl is slightly stronger than methylene group. This is also evident from the maximum
value of the STD effect. The maximum STD effect for the aromatic is greater than the
methylene which indicates stronger interaction with the Rl group in the CUPs. The
presence o f the polar hydroxyl group next to the methylene could be the cause of weaker
interaction. There is not much difference between number of binding sites (Bmax) for the
Aromatic and the methylene group with the R l group on the CUP particle. The methoxy
group (R2), however, show more binding sites as compared to the methyl group (R l) for
Aromatic ring. The benzyl alcohol molecule could be bound to the methoxy group by
hydrogen bonds with oxygen. Each methoxy group can possibly hydrogen bond to more
than one benzyl alcohol molecule which will give higher number of binding sites. The
binding o f the benzyl alcohol molecule through hydrogen bonding keeps the aromatic
group ring away from the methoxy group which results in weaker interaction as seen from
the Kd values. The decrease in the STD-AF(O) at higher concentration can be due to
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increase in mobility of the benzyl alcohol in the CUPS as it reaches the glass transition due
to plasticization. As the exchange becomes faster, the efficiency o f the saturation transfer
drops and eventually approaches zero as the exchange becomes extremely fast. Different
groups in the polymer can have different glass transition depending on the mobility o f that
group. For Poly (MMA-co-MAA) the methoxy group has higher mobility as compared to
methyl and therefore it reaches the glass transition at lower concentration of benzyl alcohol.
This can be seen in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) where the STD-AF(O) drops at a higher
concentration for the methyl group as compared to the methoxy group.

4.4. SUMMARY
In this work, we observed the binding behavior of small molecules like benzyl
alcohol with CUP particles. The STD-NMR experiment shows that the molecule binds to
the CUP particles and receives the saturation transfer. The CUPs NMR spectrum can show
resonance from the different groups present in the polymer backbone. This makes it a
unique nanoparticle system where we can study the interaction o f the small molecules with
a specific group present in the CUP particle. This study shows that the benzyl alcohol
molecule, through its aromatic ring, interacts stronger with the methyl group in the CUPs
as compared to the methoxy group. CUP particle have a potential for use as a drug delivery
system. Knowing how these particles interact through the different groups present in them,
can allow us to modify them so as to promote or avoid interaction with a specific biological
molecule present in human bodies.
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5. CHEMICAL-SHIFT AND LINESHAPE STUDIES WITH MATERIALS
LOADED INTO POROUS-WALL HOLLOW GLASS MICROSPHERES

5.1. BACKGROUND
Glass biomaterials are playing a pivotal role in biomedical research [71]. Since the
first generation o f such glass materials was developed in the 1960s, they have been widely
used in dental [72] and tissue engineering applications [73-75]. Biocompatible glass
microspheres are spherical particles with diameters in the micrometer range. Recently,
porous-wall hollow glass microspheres (PWHGMs) have attracted the interest o f
researchers due to their specifically engineered hollow-cavity Si02 structure that consists
o f 1-pm thick porous walls [76]. The center of the hollow cavity can be filled with different
materials for various applications. PWHGMs were originally fabricated for use by the
Department o f Energy (DOE) for national security and energy applications [77], as well as
waste management and environmental remediation projects [76, 78]. Because o f their
unique properties such as high and controllable permeability, low density, the storage
cavity, and a large surface area, PWHGMs have been used in storage batteries [79],
material adsorption [80], gas sensors [81], hydrogen storage [82], security technology [83]
and other applications [84, 85]. The porous walls and the hollow cavities of PWHGMs
render them suitable micro-containers for biomedical applications, such as for drug
delivery [86] and cancer therapies [86, 87].
PWHGMs were characterized largely by optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) [88], transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [89], confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) [90], and dynamic light scattering [90]. However, these
techniques only provided the characterization o f the surface, shell thickness, and pore
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dimple sizes of PWHGMs. To obtain information about what has been loaded inside the
cavities of PWHGMs for targeted biomarker and drug delivery, an analytical technique
such as NMR spectroscopy is needed that can provide real-time specific information about
the loaded materials and their potential releasing mechanisms. NMR spectroscopy is one
o f the most powerful analytical tools used in pharmaceutical [91], biomedical [92], and
chemical investigations in industry and academia. Unequivocal analytical evidence can be
discerned from NMR spectra such as chemical structures, dynamics, and conformational
information [93]. NMR techniques are inherently quantitative, as signal intensities directly
relate to the number of nuclei, and hence the number of molecules under investigation.
Unlike other commonly used analytical techniques, sample preparation for NMR
spectroscopy is simple, and no sample separation such as in high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) or gas chromatography (GC) is required. Moreover, NMR is a
non-destructive technique and thus most suitable for the study o f reaction kinetics [94].
NMR spectroscopic techniques have been widely used in drug discovery, where detailed
insights into interactions between molecules and a surrounding matrix are desired [95].
However, no NMR studies on PWHGMs and their potential use in targeted drug delivery
are known. With the fundamental advantages of NMR and its versatility, valuable
information can be acquired from NMR spectra to evaluate the applicability of PWHGMs
in targeted biomedical applications.
This work is the first report of utilizing NMR spectroscopy to characterize materials
loaded into PWHGMs and their release kinetics from the PWHGMs. The results are
expected to provide fundamental and practical insight for future applications of PWHGMs
in drug delivery. A vacuum-based loading system was developed to load target materials
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into PWHGMs. A follow-up washing procedure was included to remove excess amounts
of materials from the outside of the PWHGMs. Two binary systems, CHCI3/D2O and
n-dodecane/D20, were evaluated to obtain NMR evidence that materials were loaded into
the PWHGMs. The esterification reaction of isopropanol with acetic acid and the reverse
reaction, the hydrolysis of isopropyl acetate, were followed by 'H NMR spectroscopy to
provide experimental evidence for the exchange of materials between the inside of the
PWHGMs and the surrounding solution. PWHGMs loaded with water (H2O) were
submerged into D2O to study the kinetics of H2O release from PWHGMs. NMR
spectroscopy provided time-dependent data that could be fitted to a double-exponential
raise to maximum curve, which was interpreted as the release of H2O from two types o f
PWHGMs, those with and those without large openings in the porous walls.

5.2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
5.2.1. Porous-wall Hollow Glass Microspheres (PWHGMs). PWHGMs were
provided by Mo-Sci Corporation (Rolla, MO). The size distribution of the PWHGMs
ranged from 20 pm to 75 pm with a 1 pm shell thickness. The surfaces of the porous glass
walls contain pore dimples with diameters that range in size from 10 to 300 nm. The porous
glass walls consist of interconnected channels that range in size from 1 to 100 nm.
However, large openings (> 1 pm) in the PWHGM walls constitute a recurring feature of
the PWHGM sample used in this study, and were characterized by field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM) (Hitachi 4700, Tokyo, Japan).
5.2.2. Loading Substances and Washing PWHGMs. The loading procedure was
performed by using a typical laboratory vacuum pump system (Figure 5.1). A desired
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amount of PWHGMs was placed into a glass vial, which was then connected to a standard
laboratory vacuum pump (Welch 1400 B) using a tightly-fitting flexible rubber hose. The
rubber hose provided an air-tight seal to the vial and could be pierced with a syringe needle.
The vacuum pump was turned on for about one hour to remove all air from the vial and the
PWHGMs. The airflow was controlled to be reasonably low to avoid breaking the delicate
PWHGMs shell walls and to prevent the PWHGMs from being aspirated out of the glass
vial. After the desired vacuum is reached, a valve in the vacuum supply line between the
vial and the vacuum pump is closed. The liquid materials or solution to be loaded into the
PWHGMs is slowly injected through the rubber hose into the evacuated glass vial with a
syringe. Before and after the loading procedure, the PWHGMs were inspected with an
inverted microscope (Olympus 1X51, Olympus, Center Valley, PA, USA). Afterwards, the
PWHGMs were washed by centrifugation with a solvent that was immiscible with the
solution loaded inside the PWHGMs. The washing procedure was typically repeated three
times. The PWHGMs were transferred into a 5-mm NMR tube after washing with several

PWHGMs in a glass vial

Inject target solution

Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of a vacuum system used to load PWHGM with liquid
materials or solutions. The integrated system consists of a vacuum pump, a glass vial,
a rubber tube, and a syringe. The fully-loaded PWHGMs are shown at the bottom of
the vial.
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small portions of the appropriate NMR lock solvent. The supernatants collected during the
washing procedures were examined separately by 'H NMR spectroscopy.
5.2.3. NMR Evidence of Materials Loaded in PWHGMs. A series o f 'H NMR
control experiments were conducted on a system composed o f the two immiscible liquids
CHCb and D2O (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) to quantify the 'H chemical shifts and

integrals of the CHCI3 peaks. Different quantities of CHCI3 (1 pL, 2 pL, 5 pL, 7 pL, 10 pL,
15 pL, and 20 pL) were added sequentially to 750 pL of D2O contained in a 5-mm NMR
tube to map the limited solubility o f CHCb in D2O. 'H NMR spectra were recorded for
every mixture. PWHGMs were then loaded with CHCI3 according to the vacuum-based
loading system and washed three times with D2O according to the washing procedure. The
final suspension in D2O of PWHGMs loaded with CHCI3 was transferred into a 5-mm
NMR tube, and the sample was gently shaken before NMR analysis to ensure that the
PWHGMs were homogeneously distributed in the NMR active volume. NMR spectra o f
the PWHGMs loaded with CHCI3 and suspended in D2O were recorded, and integrated
signal intensities of the CHCI3 peak were used to evaluate the loaded PWHGMs. The same
experimental procedures were employed in the second series of control experiments using
a system composed of the two immiscible liquids n-dodecane (C12H26) and D2O to quantify
the 'H chemical shifts and integrals of the C12H26 peaks.
5.2.4. Materials Exchange from the Interior of PWHGMs to the Surrounding
Solution. The acid-catalyzed hydrolysis reaction control experiments employing isopropyl
acetate were carried out by initially adding 20 pL of isopropyl acetate to a 5-mm NMR
tube containing 750 pL D2O. After an initial *H NMR spectrum was recorded, 5 pL o f
concentrated H2SO4 was added to the solution, and then another 'H NMR spectrum was
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immediately recorded. Additional 'H NMR spectra were recorded 10 and 20 minutes
following the initiation o f the reaction. PWHGMs were subsequently loaded with isopropyl
acetate according to the vacuum-based loading protocol and washed according to the
washing procedure. The loaded PWHGMs were transferred into a 5-mm NMR tube, and
an initial 'H NMR spectrum was recorded immediately following the addition of 5 pL of
concentrated H2SO4. A second 'H NMR spectrum was recorded after 10 minutes.
5.2.5. Kinetic Studies of Materials Released from PWHGMs. Kinetic studies o f
materials released from PWHGMs were performed with PWHGMs loaded with H2O and
suspended in D2O. The H20-loaded PWHGMs were washed with CHCb before their use.
An external 'H NMR chemical-shift and concentration reference was used in the kinetics
studies, consisting of a flame-sealed 1-mm CapPack capillary tube filled with CHCb that
was inserted vertically into and along the long axis of a 5-mm NMR tube. The H20-loaded
PWHGMs were carefully transferred into the bottom of the 5-mm NMR tube such that the
sample height remained just below the NMR active volume o f the NMR tube. D2O was
slowly and carefully added into the 5-mm NMR tube to avoid disturbing the PWHGMs. A
series of ' H NMR spectra was subsequently recorded at regular intervals for approximately
8 hours, resulting in a total of 185 *H NMR spectra.
5.2.6. Acquisition of 'H NMR Spectra, Processing, and Peak Assignments. All
'H NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker 5-mm BBFO probe in a 400 MHz Bruker
AVANCE III HD NMR Spectrometer. The data were acquired with the following
acquisition parameters: sample temperature 298 K, spectral width 4800 Hz, data points
32k, pulse width 14.3 ps (~ 90° tip angle), recovery delay between scans 2 s, and the
number o f scans 16. After the acquisition of the free induction decay data and a Fourier
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transform calculation, the 'H NMR spectra were phase- and baseline-corrected with
automated routines from the spectrometer’s TOPSPIN® 3.1 software. The peak
assignments are listed in the table below.

Table 5.1. 'H NMR chemical shifts assignment for materials used in PWHGMs
experiments.

Chemicals

Chemical shift
(ppm)

Chemicals

Chemical shift
(ppm)

h 2o

4.63

CHCI3/D20 emulsion

7.20

HOD

4.63

CH3COOH

1.84

CH3(CH2)10CH3/D2O
emulsion

0.77

(CH3)2CHOH

0.96

phase-separated
CHM ObhoOVD^

0.81

(CH3)2CHOH

3.81

CH3(CH2)10CH3/D2O
emulsion

1.17

(CH3)2CHOOCCH3

1.04

phase-separated
CH3(CH2)10CH3/D2O

1.20

(CH3)2CHOOCCH3

4.77

CHCI3 dissolved in D20

7.55

(CH3)2CHOOCCH3

1.86

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.3.1. Characterization of Empty PWHGMs. Figure 5.2 shows electron
micrographs o f PWHGMs, their spherical hollow cavity, and different size pore dimples
and holes in the walls. The FESEM images confirm that the PWHGMs are indeed spherical
with a smooth outer surface (Figure 5.2a). In some cases, there are pieces o f broken
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PWHGMs attached to the surfaces of the intact PWHGMs. The diameters of the PWHGMs
range from 20 pm to 70 pm. A broken PWHGM shell was also imaged by FESEM to show
the central hollow cavity (Figure 5.2b). Higher magnification of the PWHGM shell showed
many indentions on the surface, which are identified as pore dimples in the outer walls
(Figures. 5.2c & 5.2d). The pore dimples are visible as circular indentations because the
conformal coating by gold sputtering, which was used to prepare the PWHGMs for FESEM
imaging, covered the interiors of the pore dimples. There are two distinct size ranges o f the
pore dimples: (a) a great number of small pore dimples with sizes between 10 nm and 20
nm, as shown in Figure 5.2c, and (b) a small number of relatively large pore dimples with
diameters between 50 nm and 75 nm, as shown in Figure 5.2d. The substantial difference
between the average diameter and depth of the pore dimples (large and small) and the much

Figure 5.2. SEM images of PWHGM surfaces, (a): the surface of PWHGMs; (b): the
central hollow cavity and through-hole; (c) depiction of 10-20 nm pore dimples; (d)
depiction o f 50-70 nm pore dimples on the walls of PWHGMs. A 50 pm scale bar is
indicated for (a) and (b), and a 500 nm scale bar is indicated for (c) and (d).
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larger through-holes in the walls of the PWHGMs has a major impact on the rates of release
of materials from the PWHGMs as shown later in the kinetic study. Overall, the pore
dimples, through-holes, and the spherical hollow cavities are characteristic o f PWHGMs,
making them distinguishable from other microspheres.
Figure 5.3 contains detailed images o f the channels that provide pathways for
molecules to pass through the PWHGM shell wall. The thickness of the PWHGM shell
wall is confirmed to be 1 pm (Figure 5.3c). The magnified picture (Figure 5.3d) shows the
tortuous channels in the PWHGM shell wall. This critical feature helps explain the release
of materials in the kinetics study described below.

Figure 5.3. SEM images of microspheres surfaces, (a): the surface of microspheres; (b):
the central hollow cavity and through-hole; (c) depiction of 1 pm-thick shell wall; (d)
the tortuous channels in the PWHGM shell wall. Scale bars o f 30 pm, 3 pm, 1 pm, and
500 nm are indicated for (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.
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5.3.2. Characterization of CHCb-loaded PWHGMs. Photographs were taken of
PWHGMs with a digital camera before and after the PWHGMs were loaded with liquid
materials (Figures 5.4a and 5.4b). Unloaded PWHGMs filled with air float to the top o f the
liquid (Figure 5.4a), while the loaded PWHGMs sink to the bottom (Figure 5.4b). Even
though the SiCh of the glass PWHGMs, the main component of the PWHGMs’ shells, has
a higher density (2.2 g/cm3 [96]) than most common liquids (e.g. H2O: 0.9950 g/cm3 [97]),
the air inside the PWHGMs, which has a much lower density (1.225 x 10'3 g/cm3 [98]),
limits the average density of unloaded PWHGMs to values below the density o f most
common liquids. Therefore, unloaded PWHGMs will float, for example, on top o f the
water.
On the other hand, PWHGMs loaded with a liquid will sink to the bottom when
immersed in the same liquid due to a higher average density (Figure 5.4b). Unloaded and
loaded PWHGMs were imaged with inverted optical microscopy as shown in Figure 5.4c
and Figure 5.4d, respectively. Because the index of refraction is substantially lower for air
compared to common liquids, the images of the unloaded PWHGMs look very different
from those of the loaded PWHGMs. The stark appearance of H20-loaded PWHGMs with
1-pm thick walls in Figure 5.4c is the result of the difference in refractive index between
liquid (H2O in this case) and air. Note that the subtle spherical contours of the PWHGMs
are visible under the microscope even after the PWHGMs were filled with liquid because
the indexes of refraction for water and glass are distinct. Figures 5.4c and 5.4d demonstrate
that the PWHGMs keep their structural integrity throughout the loading process, which
confirms that the exerted pressure differences during the loading process do not destroy the
PWHGMs.
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Figure 5.4. Images of PWHGMs in H2O before and after loading with H2O. (a) Unloaded
PWHGMs suspended above H2O; (b) H20-loaded PWHGMs submerged in H2O; (c)
inverted microscopic image of unloaded PWHGMs under white light; (d) inverted
microscopic image o f H20-loaded PWHGMs under white light. Scale bars in (c) and (d)
are 50 pm each.

The effectiveness of the washing procedure for PWHGMs was evaluated using *H
NMR spectroscopy on the system of the immiscible liquids CHCb and D2O (Figure 5.5).
The 'H NMR spectrum in Figure 5.5b shows that two distinct peaks for CHCI3 can be
observed at 7.55 ppm and 7.20 ppm before the washing procedure, which are assigned to
dissolved CHCI3 and a CHCI3/D2O emulsion, respectively. The occurrence of a peak at
7.20 ppm for CHCb in a CHCI3/D2O system indicates that the concentration of CHCI3 in
D2O exceeded the solubility limit. Thus, in the supernatant, there was CHCb in greater

quantity than the dissolution limit. However, after the third wash, no peak was detected at
7.20 ppm (Figure 5.5b), which indicated that all the CHCI3/D2O emulsion was removed
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Figure 5.5. *H NMR spectra o f supernatants collected during the D2O washing process
o f CHCb-loaded PWHGMs. a) 'H NMR spectrum of supernatant collected from CHCbloaded PWHGMs immersed in D2O. From left to right are the assigned ’H NMR peaks
for CHCb dissolved in D2O, CHCI3/D2O emulsion, and HOD. b) 'H NMR spectrum of
supernatant collected after the third D2O wash o f CHCb-loaded PWHGMs; the
CHCI3/D2O emulsion peak is no longer detectable.

and that only a small quantity of dissolved CHCb remained in the D2O solvent. This
residual quantity of CHCb could not be removed completely and may have originated from
CHCb that leaked out o f the PWHGMs during the final D2O washing step. The comparison
o f 'H NMR spectra o f D2O supernatants collected at different stages during the D2O
washing process demonstrates that a centrifugation-based D20-washing procedure
effectively removes excess CHCb used to load the PWHGMs.
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5.3.3.

Explanation of 'H NMR Spectra of D2 O Supernatants from CHCb-

Loaded PWHGMs. A series of control experiments was conducted to understand the
immiscible binary system of CHCb in D2O, which is relevant to the D20-washing process
of CHCb-loaded PWHGMs. When 5 pL of CHCb is added to 750 pL of D20 , a narrow
singlet peak for dissolved CHCb is observed at 7.55 ppm in the 'H NMR spectrum (Figure
5.6a). The solubility o f CHCb in H2O at 20 °C is 8.09 x 10'3 g/mL [99]. Equivalently, the
maximum solubility o f CHCb in 750 pL D2O should be reached by adding 4.08 pL CHCb.
We calculated, using the density o f CHCb (1.49 g/mL at 25 °C), that there was 9.93 x 103g
CHCb per mL D2O when 5 pL o f CHCb was added to the 750 pL o f D2O. The integral o f
the CHCb singlet peak was 0.1318 relative to the integral of the HOD peak at 4.63 ppm
(1.0000) (Figure 5.6a). As more CHCb was added, the integral o f the peak for the singlet
representing dissolved CHCb increased. The peak for the dissolved CHCb reached
saturation with an integral of 0.1437 (-100%) when 7 pL of CHCb were added to 750 pL
of D2O. As more CHCb was added to D2O, for example, 10 and 15 pL of CHCb, a new
broader peak appeared at 7.20 ppm (Figure 5.6b). This peak is assigned to microscopic
CHCb droplets suspended in D2O as an emulsion. The further addition of CHCb (> 15 pL)
to 750 pL of D2O resulted in the reproducible observation of the macroscopic phase
separation of the two immiscible liquids.
After a sample of PWHGMs was loaded with CHCb and washed with D2O, the
CHCb-loaded PWHGMs were suspended in 750 pL of D2O, and a 'H NMR spectrum was
recorded (Figure 5.7). The 'H NMR spectrum in Figure 5.7 was included in a series o f 'H
NMR spectra o f control samples composed of CHCb in D2O as shown in Figure 5.8. The
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Figure 5.6. Binary immiscible system consisting of CHCb and D2O. (a) 5 pL of CHCI3
in D2O resulting in a sharp peak at 7.55 ppm representing dissolved CHCI3; (b) 15 pL
of CHCI3 in D2O resulting in a sharp peak at 7.55 ppm representing dissolved CHCI3
and a second CHCI3 peak at 7.20 ppm representing a CHCI3/D2O emulsion.

’H NMR spectrum of the CHCb-loaded PWHGMs was positioned between the lower
spectrum for 2 pL o f CHCb in 750 pL o f D2O and the upper spectrum for 5 pL o f CHCb
in 750 pL of D2O because the integral o f the peak due to dissolved CHCb at 7.55 ppm for
the CHCb-loaded PWHGMs sample was between the integrals for the dissolved CHCb
peak in the two control spectra. The 'H NMR spectra for the control samples composed o f
1-7 pL o f CHCb in 750 pL o f D2O do not reveal a peak at 7.20 ppm, which would indicate
the presence of a CHCI3/D2O emulsion. Therefore, the broad peak observed at 7.20 ppm in
'H NMR spectrum of the CHCb-loaded PWHGMs is assigned to CHCb-loaded
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Figure 5.7. 'H NMR spectrum o f CHCb inside of PWHGMs suspended in D2O. The
peaks from left to right are assigned to dissolved CHCb in D2O (7.55 ppm), CHCb
inside PWHGMs (7.20 ppm), and HOD (4.63 ppm). See text for a justifications of
the CHCb peak assignments.

PWHGMs. The CHCb inside the PWHGMs has the same chemical shift as the control
sample CHCI3/D2O emulsion, indicating that the CHCb molecules experience the same
chemical environment [93]. The PWHGMs filled with CHCb can be considered as
providing the template for amounts of CHCb that exceed the solubility of CHCb in D2O,
however not manifesting as CHCI3/D2O emulsions but rather as CHCb droplets surrounded
by the glass shells o f PWHGMs.
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Figure 5.8. *H NMR spectra o f CHCI3/D2O emulsions (black) and CHCb-loaded PWHGMs
in D2O (red). The amounts o f CHCb in pL added to 750 pL o f D2O are indicated in a
column on the left side of the spectra. The integrals reporting the amount of dissolved
CHCb in the ’H NMR spectra are shown in a center column. The integrals reporting the
amount o f CHCb in CHCI3/D2O emulsions and CHCb-loaded PWHGMs in D2O in the 'H
NMR spectra are shown in a column on the right side of the spectra. The 'H NMR spectrum
of CHCb-loaded PWHGMs in D2O shows an integral of 0.1149 for dissolved CHCb, which
was used to position the spectrum in between the control spectra for 1 and 5 pL o f CHCb
in 750 pL of D2O. The broad peak at 7.20 ppm in the ‘H NMR spectrum o f CHCb-loaded
PWHGMs in D2O shows an integral value of 0.2174, which is exceedingly larger than the
integral values for the corresponding peaks in the 'H NMR spectra of all samples that
contain CHCI3/D2O emulsions.
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5.3.4. Characterization of Ci2 H 2 6 -loaded PWHGMs. An additional immiscible
binary system, consisting o f n-dodecane in D2O, was also studied. Figure 5.9 shows ‘H
N M R spectra o f 1 pL to 10 pL o f C12H26 in 750 p L o f D2O. When 1 pL o f C12H26 was
added to 750 pL o f D2O, there were three sets o f peaks observed in the *H N M R spectrum.
The singlet HOD peak at 4.63 ppm is from residual protons in the lock solvent D2O. The
asymmetric peak pattern at 1.17 ppm is assigned to the CH2 groups o f C12H26 while the
poorly-resolved triplet peak at 0.77 ppm is assigned to the CH3 groups o f C12H26. When

1 p L o f C12H26 was added to 750 p L o f D2O, the mass concentration o f C12H26 in D2O w as
1 x 10'3 g/mL ( 5.9 mM), which is much greater than the reported solubility o f C12H26 in
water (3.7 x 10 ~ 9g/mL or 0.022 pM at 25 °C [ 100]). Presuming that the solubilities o f
C12H26 in H2O and D2O are similar, the amount o f C12H26 dissolved in D2O is far below
the detection limit o f conventional 'H N M R spectroscopy (~1 pM), and only a C12H26/D2O
emulsion contributes to the peaks observed in the spectrum. This observation becomes
more pronounced when more C12H26 is added to the D2O solvent o f several N M R control
samples (e.g., 1-10 p L o f C12H26 in 750 p L o f D2O) as shown in Figure 5 .9 . For the control
sample composed o f 10 pL o f C12H26 in 750 p L o f D2O, there are four N M R signals present
in addition to the HOD/H2O peak at 4.63 ppm. The broad peaks next to the peaks assigned
earlier to the CH2 and CH3 groups o f C12H26 originate from a distribution o f larger globules
o f C12H26 in D2O. The macroscopic phase separation o f C12H26 in D2O (large dodecane
globules o f different shapes) creates a distribution o f magnetic environments for the C12H26
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1H C h e m ic a l S h ift (p p m )
Figure 5.9. 'H NMR spectra of C12H26 in D2O emulsions (black) and Ci2H26-loaded
microspheres in D2O (red). The amounts of C12H26 in pL added to 750 pL of D2O are
indicated in a column on the left side o f the spectra, and the total integrals of the C12H26
peaks are shown in a column in the middle of the spectra. The amount o f 5.18 pL o f
C12H26 shown in the *H NMR spectra of Ci2H26-loaded microspheres in D2O was
determined by analysis of the integrals of the spectra.

molecules, which is revealed by the very broad peaks in the ’H NMR spectra. The ’H NMR
spectrum o f Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs suspended in D2O is also included in Figure 5.9
(red). Importantly, the spectral features of the Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs suspended in D2O
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are distinctly different from spectral features of the C12H26/D2O emulsion samples. For
example, the broad shoulder peak at 1.20 ppm for the CH2 groups in the *H NMR spectra
of the samples composed of 5 and 6 pL of C 12H26 in 750 pL of D2O is missing in the 'H
NMR spectrum of Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs suspended in D2O. Note that the total integrals
of the 'H NMR peaks for C12H26 in all spectra are used to position the 'H NMR spectrum
of Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs suspended in D2O in between the 'H NMR spectra of the two
control samples composed of 5 and 6 pL of C12H26 in 750 pL of D2O.
PWHGMs were loaded with C12H26 according to the loading procedure described
in Section 2.2 above and washed three times with D2O. Afterward, the PWHGMs were re
suspended in D2O and transferred to a 5 mm NMR tube. The recorded 'H NMR spectra of
C12H26 in D2O and Ci2H26-loaded microspheres in D2O are shown in Figure 5.10. There
are four *H NMR peak features observed in the spectrum of C12H26 in D2O shown in Figure
5.10a: (1) the sharp peak for the CH2 groups at 1.17 ppm; (2) the broad shoulder peak for
the CH2 groups at 1.20 ppm; (3) the triplet peak for the CH3 groups at 0.77 ppm; and, (4)
the broad shoulder peak for the CH3 groups at 0.81 ppm. The splitting of the triplet peak
for the CH3 groups is not resolved, and the asymmetric two-peak feature for the CH2 groups
is very broad and appears as a broad peak overlapped with a narrow peak. On the other
hand, Figure 5.10b reveals the broadened, symmetric peak shapes observed for a typical
sample o f Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs. There are two *H NMR peak features observed in the
spectrum of Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs in D2O shown in Figure 5.10b: (1) the symmetric
peak for the CH2 groups at 1.17 ppm; and, (2) the symmetric peak for the CH3 groups at
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Figure 5.10. A calibration plot of the absolute integrals of the C12H26 peaks vs. the
corresponding amounts of metered C 12H26 mixed with D2O (filled blue circles); the
corresponding line is the best linear fit to the data. A calibration plot of the absolute
integrals of the HOD peaks from D2O vs. the corresponding amounts of the metered
C12H26 mixed with D2O (filled green circles); the corresponding line represents the
mean of the data recorded from the internal reference HOD. The red filled circle is the
absolute integral of the C12H26 signal for a sample containing C i2H26-loaded PWHGMs
suspended in D2O. (a) 'H NMR spectrum of an emulsion sample composed of 5 pL o f
C 12H26 mixed with D2O. (b) 'H NMR spectrum of Ci2H26-loaded PWHGMs suspended
in D2O, where the amount of C 12H26, determined by integration, is 5.18 pL.

0.77 ppm. In the control experiments, four sets o f peaks were noticed for C12H26. As
explained previously, the two narrow peaks were assigned to the C12H26/D2O emulsion
while the phase-separated C12H26 globules generated the two broad peaks. The 'H NMR
signals from the CH2 and CH3 groups of the C12H26 loaded in the PWHGMs exhibit similar
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chemical shifts to the 'H N M R signals o f the C12H26/D2O emulsion observed in the control
experiments. C12H26 in the PWHGMs is a template for bulk C12H26 fluid in the form o f
microdroplets, and thus it has the same chemical environment as the C12H26/D2O emulsion,
leading to similar chemical shifts. This interpretation is consistent with the binary system
o f CH Cb and D2O. When the C12H26 molecules are confined in the PW HGM s, there is no
phase separation, and therefore, the 'H N M R signals that have the same chemical shift as
the C12H26/D2O emulsion must originate from inside o f the PWHGMs.

5.3.5. Materials Release from the Interior of PWHGMs to the Surroundings.
The hydrolysis o f isopropyl acetate was evaluated with 'H N M R spectroscopy as a useful
system for studies o f PWHGM release kinetics. 'H N M R experiments focused on the
formation o f acetic acid and isopropanol, where the latter exhibits a septet peak for the CH
group that is not only separated from the septet peak for the CH group o f the isopropyl
acetate but also from the singlet peak for HOD. The ’ H N M R spectra shown in Figure 5.11
focus on the septet peak o f isopropanol recorded before the addition o f acid (catalyst),
directly after the addition o f acid, 10 minutes after the addition o f acid, and 120 minutes
after the addition o f acid. Before the addition o f the acid catalyst, the 'H N M R spectrum
showed only baseline noise around 3.81 ppm, indicating that isopropanol was not present.
Next, the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis reaction was initiated by adding 5 pL o f concentrated
H2SO4. A septet peak is barely observed at 3.81 ppm and assigned to the CH group o f
newly formed isopropanol. 'H N M R spectra recorded at the reaction times o f 10 minutes
and 120 minutes reveal that the intensity o f the septet peak increased as the reaction
proceeded, leading to higher S/N ratios. This result demonstrates that it took some time to
reach equilibrium for the reversible hydrolysis reaction, and that the reversible reaction is
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Figure 5.11. An empty section of the *H NMR spectra of a sample of isopropyl acetateloaded PWHGMs recorded in D2O solvent where the septet peak for isopropanol is
expected to appear (bottom spectrum). Three additional spectra show the formation of
isopropanol during the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of isopropyl acetate molecules that were
initially contained in the PWHGMs. The spectra were recorded (a) before the addition of
concentrated sulfuric acid, (b) directly after the addition of acid, (c) 10 minutes after the
addition of acid, and (d) 120 minutes after the addition of acid catalyst.

suitable for the evaluation of the exchange of materials between the inside and outside o f
the PWHGMs. Therefore, both the presence and increase of the isopropanol septet peak
can be used as evidence for chemical exchange between the inside of the PWHGMs and
the surrounding solution. Details of the exchange process remain to be elucidated. The
observation that the isopropanol septet is well resolved provides evidence that the
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isopropanol is in the D2O solvent surrounding the isopropyl acetate-loaded PWHGMs.
Furthermore, the isopropyl acetate initially contained within the PWHGMs was the only
source for the isopropanol that was metered by 'H NMR on account o f the corresponding
hydrolysis reaction. Additional investigations are required to explain the general location
of the hydrolysis reaction, whether inside the PWHGMs or in the surrounding solution or
both.
In a repeated experiment, PWHGMs were again loaded with isopropyl acetate and
washed with D2O. *H NMR spectra were recorded after the PWHGMs were initially
suspended in 750 pL o f D2O in the presence o f concentrated H2SO4 and 10 minutes later
(Figure 5.12). A broad 'H NMR peak for the CH group o f isopropyl acetate was observed
at 4.78 ppm, with the septet peak somewhat resolved (Figure 5.12a). Another broad 'H
NMR peak observed at 3.81 ppm is assigned to the isopropanol CH group, which
demonstrates the formation of isopropanol. However, the septet is only somewhat resolved,
which indicates that the isopropanol is preferentially formed inside the PWHGMs.
Isopropanol formed outside of the PWHGMs should exhibit a well resolved 'H NMR
septet. The formation of isopropanol inside the PWHGMs indicates that H+ propagates into
the PWHGMs and initiates the hydrolysis reaction within the PWHGMs. Nevertheless, a
second *H NMR spectrum (Figure 5.12b) recorded 10 minutes after the addition of
concentrated H2SO4 shows the highly resolved septet peak from the CH group from
isopropyl acetate at 4.77 ppm as well as the peaks from the CH3 and CH groups from
isopropanol at 0.96, 3.81 ppm, respectively, indicating the presence of isopropyl acetate
and isopropanol outside the PWHGMs. Another indication that material exchanged
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Figure 5.12. ’H NMR spectrum of PWHGMs loaded with isopropyl acetate and
suspended in D2O. (a) with 5 pL of concentrated H2SO4 added; (b) after 10 minutes
reaction time. The highly resolved isopropanol septet at 3.81 ppm in (b) indicates that
the isopropanol is in the solution surrounding the PWHGMs.

between the cavities o f the PWHGMs and the surrounding solution is that most o f the
PWHGMs slowly floated to the top of the NMR tube because o f the lower density o f
isopropyl acetate (0.87 g/mL) inside the PWHGMs compared with D2O in the surrounding
solution. By floating to the top, the PWHGMs left the NMR-sensitive volume (RF coil)
whereas the 'H NMR signals for the dissolved isopropanol and the isopropyl acetate could
still be observed in the 'H NMR spectra. Hence the observed signals must be from
isopropyl acetate and isopropanol dissolved in D2O. The increasing 'H NMR peak intensity
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of the isopropanol CH group indicates that the reaction was still proceeding, and material
was still leaching out o f the PWHGMs. This demonstrated that a significant exchange o f
H+ and isopropyl acetate occurred between the inside of the PWHGMs and the surrounding
solution.
5.3.6. Kinetic Studies of PWHGMs Releasing Materials. 'H NMR is an
intrinsically quantitative technique in which the integrated signal intensity is directly
proportional to the number o f protons in the NMR-active volume o f the sample. In this
exemplary release study of H20-loaded PWHGMs in D2O, the changing intensity of the
H2O peak relative to the peak intensity of the external reference peak (CHCI3) is plotted as
a function of time. The data plotted in Figure 5.13 appeared to represent a double
exponential rise to a maximum and thus were evaluated by a numerical fitting procedure
using a 5-parameter double-exponential curve described by the following equation:
I = 6.35 + 78% (1 - exp(—0 .0 4 8 1 1)) + 22% (1 - e x p (-0 .0 0 6 3 t) )

(9)

The best fit to the experimental data (black dots) is included in Figure 5.13 as a
solid line curve. The fit has a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.9977 and a standard error o f
approximately 1%. The uncertainty in the starting point of the H2O release relative to the
initial 'H NMR spectrum (± 1 min) adds another 1% to the standard error. The individual
parameters are interpreted below.
The curve has a constant intercept, which means that it does not start at zero
intensity (yo intercept = 6.35). The intercept represents the 0.2% HOD residue already
present in the surrounding solvent (D2O). The curve fit exhibits the combination of two
exponential curves, where one applies to 78% (± 2%) o f the released H2O and the other to
the remaining 22% (± 2%). The 78% signal portion shows a faster release, with a time
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constant of approximately 1 8 - 2 0 minutes, while the 22% signal portion shows a much
slower release time constant of approximately 160 minutes. The two different release rates
may result from PWHGMs only with 10-100 nm dimples (Figure 5.2) and PWHGMs with
dimples and ~1 pm through-holes (Figure 5.3), respectively. Because the largest dimension
o f an H2O molecule is only 0.275 nm, the sizes of the dimple diameters in the PWHGM
walls, as well as the sizes of the channel dimensions in the glass walls, largely exceed the
size o f an H2O molecule. Thus, H2O is believed to traverse the thinner glass wall under the
dimples but still through the significantly restricted tortuous channels of the glass walls.
The effect a dimple has on the effective thickness of the porous glass wall under the dimple
is minimal (< 5%), as illustrated in Figure 5.14. Dimples o f diameters 10-100 nm reduce
the thickness of the porous glass wall below the dimple to approximately 900-990 nm,
whereas larger through-holes pierce the porous glass wall completely (Figure 5.14a). The
materials inside PWHGMs with dimples only are released much slower via the tortuous
pathways compared to the PWHGMs with large through-holes that pierce the walls (Figure
5.14b) and, thus, do not obstruct the release of materials from the inside of the PWHGMs.
Hence, about 78% o f the materials inside the PWHGMs is released relatively fast from
PWHGMs with through-holes, while about 22% is released from PWHGMs with only
dimples. Repeating this release experiment showed very similar results, where the
optimized curve-fit parameters (percentages and release rates) fell within the standard
errors reported above.
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Time, t (min)
Figure 5.13. 'H NMR signal intensity of HOD/H2O in D2O as a function o f time fitted
with a 5-parameter bi-exponential curve. The faster releasing portion accounts for 78%,
while slow releasing portion accounts for 22%.

(a)

(b)
Dimples, 10-100 nm

Tortuous egress paths

Through-holes, ~1000 nm

microsphere

Direct egress path

Figure 5.14. Schematic o f the effect of dimples and their diameters on the residual
thickness o f the porous glass wall of a PWHGM at the site o f a dimple, (a)
PWHGMs with 10-100 nm-diameter dimples that provide tortuous egress pathways
that are slightly shorter through the porous glass walls for materials to exit slowly;
(b) PWHGMs with -1000 nm-diameter through-holes that provide direct egress
pathways in the porous glass walls for the materials to exit quickly.
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5.4. SUMMARY OF PWHGM STUDIES
In this study, a vacuum-based system and an effective washing procedure were
successfully developed for loading materials into PWHGMs. The loading system was
employed to fill PWHGMs with liquid materials. Digital photographs revealed the success
o f the material loading process for several PWHGM samples.
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The formation o f isopropanol was the indicator of the reaction o f isopropyl acetate
in the PWHGMs with concentrated H2SO4 in the surrounding solution. The release kinetics
of H2O from H20-loaded PWHGMs into a surrounding solution of D2O provided further
evidence o f material exchange between PWHGMs and a surrounding solution. A
5-parameter double-exponential curve fit of the 'H NMR signal intensity for H2O as a
function o f time indicated two release rates with distinct time constants. The fast release
rate was attributed to the release o f materials contained in PWHGMs with large diameter
(~1 pm) through-holes in the porous glass walls. The slow release rate was attributed to
the release of materials contained in PWHGMs without through-holes. The release rate
study indicates that only 22% o f the as-received PWHGM sample is composed of
microspheres with intact porous glass walls that are not breached by large through-holes.
For the first time to our knowledge, the 'H NMR results described in this work
provide both static and dynamic direct information about loaded materials in PWHGMs.
The results of this study are expected to benefit the design of PWHGMs as drug carriers in
applications for targeted delivery systems used for medical and diagnostic applications in
human health care.
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6. CapPack DEVICES FOR IN SITU TEMPERATURE MONITORING IN
SOLID-STATE MAGIC-ANGLE-SPINNING (MAS) NMR INVESTIGATIONS

6.1. BACKGROUND
For many NMR investigations, it is important to know the temperature o f the
sample under investigation, particularly when changes in temperature can cause changes
in chemical structures, chemical dynamics, or reactivity [101,102]. Especially in dynamic
processes, where different compounds are at equilibrium or where conformational changes
occur within the investigated molecule, the sample temperature is an important factor that
can influence concentrations and lifetimes, respectively, of the participating compounds.
Furthermore, for the stability of biomolecules, it is critical to keep the temperature fairly
constant without much room for deviations. Accordingly, temperature control and
temperature monitoring is most important in liquid-state NMR investigations o f
biomolecules, pharmaceuticals, or sensitive organometallic compounds [103,104]. The
single-capillary CapPack device introduced in Section 2.1.3 offers a solution, which allows
the NMR spectroscopist to determine the sample temperature with a high precision
(± 0.1 K) directly from signals in the NMR spectrum.
More recently, solid-state magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy has
become popular for investigations of temperature-sensitive materials such as different
types of tissues [105, 106], or solid biomaterials and pharmaceuticals [107]. However, the
fast rotation of the solid samples (currently up to 14 kHz) that is required for recording
high-resolution solid-state NMR spectra can cause significant sample heating, which is not
captured by the conventional methods o f monitoring and controlling the temperature of an
MAS sample.
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A small single-capillary CapPack device for NMR temperature monitoring in MAS
NMR investigations was developed that fits into standard, commercially available MAS
rotors.

6.2. SOLID-STATE IN SITU NMR THERMOMETER DEVICE
Figure 6.1 shows a single-capillary CapPack temperature sensing device for in situ
temperature measuring in solid state MAS NMR spectroscopy. A standard electrophoresis
capillary tube (360 pm O.D., 75 pm I.D.) was filled with the temperature-sensing NMR
compound ethylene glycol and permanently sealed with the arc of a fusion splicer. A
particular challenge was to adjust the length of the capillary tube to exactly 10 mm without

Figure 6.1. In situ NMR thermometer device for solid-state magic angle spinning
(MAS) NMR spectroscopy. A capillary tube filled with temperature-sensing material
is positioned inside of a 1-mm NMR tube. The 1-mm NMR tube is then positioned
inside of a plastic tube that is used to center the capillary tube within the MAS rotor.
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losing too much of the ethylene glycol material in the fusion process. The length of 10 mm
is determined by the maximum sample height inside the MAS rotor. The small temperature
CapPack with the ethylene glycol reference material is centrally placed in the sample (e.g.,
a compressed powder) that is contained in the MAS rotor. In an initial investigation, the
capillary tube was positioned inside of a cut portion of a 1-mm NMR tube, which was then
positioned inside of a plastic tube. The assembly of capillary tube, 1-mm NMR tube, and
plastic tube were positioned inside of the MAS rotor (see Figure 6.1). The plastic tube was
used to center the 1-mm NMR tube and the small temperature CapPack tube in the MAS
rotor. A plastic tube is not required when a powdered sample material can be tightly packed
inside the MAS rotor. Further, a drill bit or similar device can be used in a lathe to drill a
concentric hole in the packed powdered sample material inside of the MAS rotor. The
sealed capillary tube with the reference material is then placed in the drilled center hole
and the powder around the inserted capillary tube compacted again. A special tool was
manufactured from an aluminum rod that tightly fits the inside o f the MAS rotor but leaves
a central hole so that the inserted CapPack is not damaged.
The capillary tube used for the MAS CapPack device can also be filled with other
reference material, which then can be used for in situ NMR chemical-shift or signalintensity calibrations. It is further noted, that the reference material for MAS CapPacks
may not only be a liquid but can also be a solid. Because the CapPack inside the MAS rotor
will be spun at the same velocity as the MAS sample, high-resolution spectra are obtained
not only from the sample but also from the reference material. Solid glycine, lead nitrate,
or different cobalt complexes, for example, are well-known solid-state NMR reference
materials [108-110].
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6.3. FEASIBILITY TEST OF IN SITU TEMPERATURE MONITORING OF A
SOLID-STATE NMR SAMPLE
A capillary tube for the MAS CapPack device was filled with 100% ethylene glycol
and permanently sealed with the arc fusion splicer. The MAS CapPack was positioned
inside the MAS rotor as described above (Figure 6.1), using a plastic tube to keep the
capillary centered along the axis o f rotation. The polymer material of the plastic tube did
not produce a signal in the solid-state 'H NMR spectrum. A rotor cap was placed on the
MAS rotor to seal in the MAS CapPack as well as the plastic tube. The rotor was then
placed in the MAS probe. The air jets o f the high-speed rotation system were used to spin
the rotor at different pre-set spinning rates (0.5 kHz, 6 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kHz, and 14 kHz).
After a pre-set spinning rate was achieved, the temperature was allowed to equilibrate for
5 min; thereafter, a single-pulse 'H MAS NMR experiment was conducted. Figure 6.2
shows a set of stacked NMR spectra from the CH2 and OH groups of ethylene glycol. A
shift of the CH2 peak of ethylene glycol with increasing spinning speed is clearly visible.
The chemical-shift differences between the CH2 group signal o f ethylene glycol and the
OH group signal of ethylene glycol was measured in ppm. From the measured chemicalshift differences, the sample temperature inside the MAS rotor was determined according
to Equation (2) in Section 2.1.3. While the temperature measured by the spectrometer’s
thermocouple device, which is placed close to, but outside of, the MAS rotor, indicated a
temperature increase less than 10 K when the spinning speed was increased from 0.5 to
14 kHz, the chemical-shift difference between the CH2 and the OH group o f ethylene
glycol indicated a significant increase in temperature (33 K) with increasing spinning speed
(from 292.7 K at 0.5 kHz to 325.8 K at 14 kHz). The temperatures determined in situ from
the difference between the ethylene glycol signals are depicted in Figure 6.2 to the right of
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3 2 5 .8 K

3 0 8 .7 K
2 9 9 .7 K
2 9 4 .7 K
2 9 2 .7 K
Figure 6.2. NMR spectra recorded from a MAS CapPack device in a MAS rotor as a
function o f spinning speed. The capillary tube o f the CapPack device contained
ethylene glycol as the temperature sensing NMR material. Numbers to the left reveal
the pre-set spinning speeds of the MAS rotor, while the numbers on the right indicate
the sample temperature as measured by the spectrometer’s thermocouple device.

each spectrum. To better visualize the signal shift in the NMR spectra, a vertical line in
Figure 6.2 shows the position of the CH2 group NMR signal at 292.7 K. Figure 6.3 shows
the temperatures determined from the ethylene glycol NMR spectra as a function of the
spinning speed, as well as a table that summarizes the experimental results.

6.4. SUMMARY
The in situ NMR temperature measuring technique, using a single-capillary tube
CapPack device with ethylene glycol as the temperature sensing material, has been
expanded to include in situ temperature measurements in solid-state NMR spectroscopy.
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A small capillary tube (360 pm O.D., 75 pm I.D., length of 10 mm) filled with ethylene
glycol was permanently sealed and inserted concentrically into an MAS rotor. The
temperature determined in situ from the chemical shift difference between the Cfh-group
signal and the OH-group signal of ethylene glycol increased substantially with the spinning
speed of the MAS rotor. This measurement was in contrast to the temperature indicated by
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14

1.39
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Figure 6.3. MAS sample temperature as a function of MAS rotor spinning speed. The
temperatures were determined by the chemical shift difference between the NMR peaks
o f the CH2 group and the OH group of the temperature-sensing material ethylene
glycol. Despite a fairly constant temperature indicated by the spectrometer’s
thermocouple measuring device, which is placed close to, but outside of, the MAS
rotor, the in situ determination of the sample temperature shows a significant increase
in temperature with the rotor’s spinning speed.
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the thermocouple device of the NMR spectrometer, which determines the temperature at
the outside o f the MAS rotor. As a result, the spectrometer may provide a false sense o f
temperature that can, at higher spinning speeds, lead to the destmction o f sensitive
materials, or to the wrong determination of thermodynamic and kinetic constants, for
example, when investigating conformational changes in biomolecules. At the maximum
spinning speed (14 kHz), the temperature measured in situ was more than 25 K higher than
indicated by the spectrometer’s temperature measuring device.
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7. CONCLUSION

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an instrumental analysis
technique that has far-reaching applications in the physical sciences and related industries.
Most chemists use NMR for the structural elucidation of small to macromolecular
molecules. For the precise determination of molecular structures and materials properties,
it is critical to know sample or reaction conditions such as temperature, pH, concentration,
or absolute amount o f material. Because any o f the conditions mentioned above can have
a non-negligible influence on the chemical shifts of the signals in an NMR spectrum, it is
important to calibrate the chemical-shift axis of NMR spectra and know the conditions
under which a spectrum is recorded. Internal and external standards were used in each o f
the presented applications to calibrate the chemical-shift axis or assign concentrations to
the observed signal intensities.
The use of commercially available electrophoresis capillary tubes that are filled
with a reference material and then permanently sealed with the arc o f an optical-fiber fusion
splicer is introduced as a superior external reference. The presented external capillary-tube
reference standards are high-quality devices for the precise determination of concentrations
as well as parameters of analyte solutions and their reaction conditions. External chemicalshift references were used, for example, to determine the temperature of solutions under
investigation. In addition, concentration calibrations were used for quantitative NMR
spectroscopy. The concept of capillary-tube devices was then extended to investigations
with reference capillaries mounted to the outside o f standard NMR tubes. The so-called
exterior CapPack devices were also used to assist in homogenizing (shimming) the
transverse components of the main magnetic field o f the spectrometer.
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Internal references were used in Sections 3. and 5. of this dissertation in order to
quantify the amount o f analytes present in solution. In Section 3, the amount of residual
water was determined for differently prepared mixtures of hydroxylammonium nitrate
(HAN) and the ionic liquid l-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate ([Emim][EtS04]).
The triplet NMR signal of the [EtSC>4] CH3-group was used as chemical-shift reference
because it is independent of the water content as long as water is not a major component
of the mixture. While the chemical shifts o f the sample signals are fairly constant, the HAN
and water resonances collapse into one signal that moves significantly toward higher ppm
values with decreasing amounts of residual water. In addition, the linewidth o f the
collapsed HAN/H2O signal depends on the water content; the signal becomes significantly
sharper (more narrow) as the water content decreases. In Section 5, a new technique was
introduced to load porous-wall hollow glass microspheres (PWHGMs) with chemicals o f
small molecules (CHCI3, dodecane, H2O). The calibrated signal intensities of the small
molecules played an important role in quantifying the kinetic constants of releasing the
chemicals from the microspheres. The residual HOD NMR signal of the solvent D2O
served as an internal quantification and chemical-shift reference.
Section 4 exemplifies the use of a different material, concentrated hydrochloric acid
(HC1), as chemical-shift and concentration reference. Concentrated hydrochloric acid was
chosen because its NMR signal (8.11 ppm) is far removed from all other signals in the
analysis. The section describes the reliable use of external calibration standards in the more
involved saturation-transfer difference NMR spectroscopy, leading to the analysis o f
interactions between benzyl alcohol and different moieties in polymer micelles.
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In Section 6, the application of temperature-sensing materials in CapPacks is
extended to solid-state NMR spectroscopy. A small single-capillary tube of only 10 mm in
length is inserted concentrically into an MAS rotor for solid-state NMR measurements.
The temperature determined from the difference in chemical shift between the CH2-group
signal of the temperature sensing ethylene glycol and its OH-group signal indicates that
the sample temperature increases significantly with the spinning speed of the MAS rotor
(up to 33 K at a spinning speed of 14 kHz). This temperature increase was not revealed by
the NMR spectrometer’s thermocouple device that is placed close to, but outside of, the
MAS rotor. The spectrometer’s thermocouple device indicated a temperature increase o f
less than 10 K at the maximum spinning speed of 14 kHz.
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